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Cultural landscape: a geographic area, including both cultural and natural resources and the wildlife or
domestic animals therein, associated with a historic event, activity, or person, or that exhibit other
cultural or aesthetic values. There are four general types of cultural landscapes, not mutually exclusive:
historic sites, historic designed landscapes, historic vernacular landscapes, and ethnographic landscapes.
(Page, p.12)
Cultural Landscape Report for Douglass Park
Preface and Introduction
This project involves the historic landscape research and documentation necessary for the publication of a
Cultural Landscape Report (CLR) for Douglass Park, City of Indianapolis; Marion County, Indiana.
This study would also generate the documentation necessary to submit this historic designed landscape to
the Historic American Landscape Survey (HALS.)
This cultural landscape report places Douglass Park within its historic contexts, including The American
Public Park, Indianapolis and its Parks, the Kessler Plan for Parks and Boulevards, Golf, African
Americans and Golf, and the background of several individuals associated with the development of the
Park.
The CLR encompasses an inventory of historic features of the park, an evaluation of their condition, and a
careful assessment of historic significance and integrity of the historic landscape. The study also includes
recommendations for treatment of this historic resource, a critical component for historic landscapes
where change is imminent or where the historic landscape fabric is either threatened or in fragile
condition. Treatment recommendations can also help guide how best to implement needed changes to a
historic property in a manner that will minimize impacts on historic features. This report will also dovetail
with the documentation necessary for the Park to be recorded in the Historic American Landscape Survey
(HALS) whose mission is: “to record historic landscapes in the United States and its territories through
measured drawings and interpretive drawings, written histories, and large-format black and white
photographs and color photographs.”

Historical Narrative
The Land
“Marion County is located approximately in the center of the State of Indiana and is bounded on the
north by Hamilton and Boone counties, on the west by Hendricks, on the south by Morgan and Johnson,
and on the east by Shelby and Hancock counties. It has an area of 248,704 acres, or about 389 square
miles.
In topography the surface varies from level to gently rolling or rolling. That portion of the area which lies
within the bottoms along White river is level, with only here and there slight undulations, and about onethird of the remainder of the area is also level or undulating. The level stretches in the upland, which vary
in size from one to four or five square miles, are surrounded by and gradually grade into gently rolling
and rolling lands. The roughest portion is found along Eagle Creek in the northwestern corner of the

county. Here a few of the slopes are too steep to be cultivated. Other limited areas of broken lands are
found at intervals along Eagle and fall creeks and White river. One very conspicuous hill lies in the
southwestern part of the county on the west side of the White river, about one and a half miles from the
county line. It can be readily seen for miles, as it reaches an elevation of nearly 100 feet above the
surrounding country. Another prominent hill or short ridge lies immediately northeast of Glen Valley.
The average elevation of the county above sea level is 860 feet, and occasionally an elevation of 900 feet
is reached. The mean elevation of the land above the valley of White River is 175 feet.
The White river, running in a tortuous course 20 degrees east of north and south of west, divides the
county unequally, the western portion being a little more than one-half as large as the eastern, or onethird of the whole area. After crossing Marion County the White River continues in a southwesterly
course until it is joined by the east fork of the White river, and thence it flows into the Wabash River and
later into the Ohio.
The drainage of practically the entire county is directly into the White River. Eagle Creek enters the area
near the northwest corner, flows southerly, and empties in the White River a few miles below
Indianapolis. Fall Creek enters the northeast corner of the county, flows southwest, and empties into the
White river within the city limits. Several other smaller streams traverse portions of the county and join
the river. Buck Creek, which crosses the southeast corner of the county, flows into the east fork of the
White River.
Throughout those portions of the county where the surface is gently rolling or rolling, or where there are
gravel beds within four aor five feet of the surface, the natural drainage is good. Where the surface is
level, however, as is frequently the case throughout the uplands and always in the bottoms, the natural
drainage is often deficient. There are also numerous small depressions, formerly swamps, in which the
natural drainage is poor. Tile drains and open ditches have been employed with marked success ehre the
natural drainage is deficient. Practically all the swamps, none of which were of great extent, have been
reclaimed, and the value of these formerly cold and wet lands has been greatly increased. “
Soil Survey of Marion County, Indiana. W.J. Geib and Frank C. Schroeder. US Bureau of Soils. 1907.

Douglass Park: Property Location and Description
Douglass Park is a municipal park located in the City of Indianapolis, Center Township, Marion
County Indiana. The park is bounded by 30th Street, Ralston, 25th Street, and Dr. Andrew J.
Brown (originally Martindale) Avenue. The park was established in 1921 and comprises
approximately 80 acres. The park is located in the northeast quadrant of the City, in a
neighborhood now known as Martindale-Brightwood. Brightwood, once a free-standing
suburban town was platted in 187 and settled largely by German and. The plat itself is a
romantically designed extension of its southern neighbor, Brookside, a suburban development
planned by HWS Cleveland in 187.

Martindale to the north and northeast conforms to a strict gridded street pattern, the subdivision
plats for which date to the decades between the 1880’s and 1920’s. Martindale developed as a
neighborhood with a substantial population of African Americans.
The blue collar population of Martindale-Brightwood before the turn of the century included a
mix of African Americans and a growing proportion of foreign born or first generation European
Americans. African Americans began to settle in residential areas around Beeler Street (later
Martindale Avenue and still later Dr. Andrew J. Brown Avenue), the industrial center of
Martindale at that time, and began building their own churches along the avenue. In contrast
Brightwood continued to attract white residents who were skilled and unskilled workers; the
1880 census reports that about forty percent of the adult men were foreign-born or firstgeneration, predominantly of German, Irish, and British ancestry. (polis center)
Claypool Property, Historic Neighborhood Boundaries and Context
Early maps of this vicinity of the City reveal a somewhat confusing conflict of the
neighborhoods street names. Earliest maps indicate the property which would become Douglass
Park was bounded on the north by Manchester Street, which immediately to the east was known
as Scofield. By the early 1900’s the northern boundary street became 30th Street, aligning with
the City’s grid street names farther to the west. Some maps indicate Grand Avenue on the west,
however Martindale Avenue is a more consistently named western boundary, until it was
renamed Dr. Andrew J. Brown in the 19. Brinkman/17th Street, the southern boundary on 19th
century maps is today 25th Street, The Eastern boundary is variously labelled Bismark Street,
Harrison Street, and finally Ralston Avenue.
The 1876 SW Durant Map of Northeastern part of Indianapolis included in Andreas Atlas of
Indianapolis indicates an N. Claypool (80 a.) and S.A. Fletcher (77 a.) properties were at that
time already surrounded by platted development, with an even larger Claypool property to the
NE of the future Douglass Park tract. The Claypool property was bounded by then named
Martindale Ave. on the west, Manchester St. (north), Harrision Ave. (east) and Brinkman St.
(south), although the stretch of Brinkman had not been extended to connect segments east and
west of the Claypool/Fletcher tracts. An 1889 map by Carpenter, indicates the same 2 unplatted
parcels, with Claypool Property (75.48 a.) now labelled E.F. Claypool, and the Fletcher property
transferred to John O. Perrin. The subdivision to the west is labelled Schofield Harrison & Co.
Addition, and that to the east labelled Sangster Harrison & Co. Addition. Brinkman St. was still
not extended across the boundary between the Fletcher and Claypool properties. This map does
indicate the large developed Atlas Engine Works immediately to the south of the Fletcher/Perrin
property, with reference S.A. Fletcher’s Northeast Addition west of the Atlas factory complex,
west of Martindale Avenue. Closer scrutiny of this map provides some insite into the
topographic configuration of the Fletcher, Perrin and Claypool properties in the location of an
east west Ditch running through the Atlas property, extending to Fall Creek and intersected by a
north south Ditch, indicated in other references as the State Ditch, which bisected the Claypool
property on a diagonal and apparently through the centerline of the Perrin Property and then to

the East West ditch to the south. No early topographic maps were located in the area, but the
Marion County soil map of 1908 describes the soils associated with the drainageway which
would turn into the engineering ditch as low-lying and poorly drained, perhaps suggesting that
the tract remained as undeveloped farmland long after neighboring properties were developed as
platted lots. By the turn of the century, Dessecker & Sandstrom’s 1899 “Bicycle and Driving
Map of Indianapolis reinforces this image of the isolated Claypool “farm” property surrounded
by platted streets on all 4 sides, and the property bisected by the “State Ditch”. To the south, the
ditch has disappeared, and apparently was converted to underground storm sewerage. This
pattern continues at least through 1908, as indicated by that year’s Baist Atlas, sheet 18. To the
east, the Sangster Harrison & Co. Oak Hill Addition was recorded. Only scattered homes are
indicated and none in the first 2 blocks east. One structure, perhaps a barn on the Douglass Park
property. Many homes are indicated to the south in Jackson Park (east of Martindale Ave.) and
homes in Bruce Baker Addition to the southeast (west of Martindale). Some homes in Schofield
Harrison Addition to West. Scattered homes to north, 1 at NE corner of arsenal and 30th, which
covered 3 lots, and appeared to have a barn on the north 2 lots. DP Property labeled Jefferson H.
Claypool. 75.48 acres. The Claypool Additions were platted on a strict grid conforming to the
north/south grid of the additions to the north, south, east and west. There is no indication of
topographic or drainage conditions, and even by the 1920’s no indication of an open ditch
running through the property. Even though the Claypool Addition was never provided with the
street infrastructure legally recorded, the ditch was apparently extended underground, only
daylighting at the corner of (then) Harrison and Manchester, now 30th and Ralston.
Some mention should be made of the confusing names for streets in the area of the Claypool
Tract. At least three versions of street names are indicated by official maps of the city at varying
times. At some point Martindale Brightwood street names were changed from named streets to
the extension of the City’s east west numbered streets. However, these numbered streets were
also renumbered at some point to conform to the overall city street numbering pattern.
Martindale Avenue was about the only street not to have had a name change, until 1986, when
the street was renamed for a distinguised pastor and African American leader of the City.
Mendenhall's new index map of Greater Indianapolis (1906) indicates that the Claypool property
was provided with transportation access to the city via an “Electric Railway” which extended
northward from Massachussetts Ave. along Martindale, terminating at the corner of Martindale
and 25th st.. Another street railway line terminated close to the property to the west, at Sutherland
and 30th. At least from map inspection it appears that street railway connections could be made
from the heart of the African American neighborhood at Indiana Avenue and North Street,
through the downtown area, Massachusetts Avenue, then north to this Claypool site, and to the
employment centers along the Monon Railroad.

Acquisition of Property and Early Development of Douglass Park
Claypool’s First and Second Residential Additions were both recorded in 1911. Plats were
recorded via a handwritten note signed by Mary Buckner Claypool and Jefferson H. Claypool,
notarized on May 10th, 1911. Edward Claypool had passed away in February of 1911 of
pneumonia. (plat maps. City of Indianapolis). The 1916 Baist Atlas for Indianapolis, shows the
entire future park property had been platted as J.H. Claypool’s First and Second Additions. In the
first addition, 5 homes were indicated as built in the NW corner of the addition on the west side
of Arsenal, south of 30th St. (lots 31,36,38,40,and 42); east of arsenal in same block homes on
odd-numbered lots 89, 87, 85, and 83, which might have indicated sales of double lots (each
40’). There were 240 platted lots in the first addition, with lots 241-451 in the second addition,
all 40’ uniform lots, with the exception of lots along 25th street and 28th Street, which were 6062’, apparently a surveyor’s correction, as lots were uniformly platted southward in number from
30th street. 5 homes had been built along Ralston, east of the Claypool additions, with more
homes indicated in Jackson Park addition to the south. 14 homes existed between 30th and 25th
streets along Martindale Avenue. Along the Monon Railroad, several lumber companies, with
rail sidings existed between 25th and 30th streets on the east side of the tracks.
The Board of Park Commissioners acquired the Douglass Park Property in stages commencing in
1920. Minutes of 11/26/20 note Board authorization to purchase “property at Claypool grounds”
consisting of lots 243-480 of JH Claypool’s second addition. The offer was accepted excluding 2
lots in the NW corner of the property (lots 241 and 242). (Minutes, 12/9/20).
Board Resolution #38 of 1921 (minutes, 11/3/21) authorized the purchase of additional land for
the park consisting of 19 acres described as the east half of Claypool’s (2nd) Addition, with the
exception of lots 211 and 239. Lots 241 and 242 of Claypool’s second addition were purchased
in July of 1924 (minutes 7/24/24). The final land purchase for Douglass Park which coincided
with the expansion of the park to include a golf course was authorized by Acquistion Resolution
# 27 (4/7/27) which approved purchase of lots 1-15; 46-120; and lots 211 and 239 of Claypool’s
First Addition. A further action of the Board completed the consolidation of the Park property
through the vacation of all streets and alleys of the previously platted subdivision additions.
Development of the Claypool Property proceeded quickly after property acquisition. In May,
1921 the Board directed that 2 baseball diamonds and 3 tennis courts be installed, and that a
custodian be appointed to look after the grounds (5/5/21). A well and comfort facilities were
authorized in May, 1921 (5/19/21), and temporary toilet facilities were installed the following
month.
Board minutes of July 7, 1921 announced the approval of the name change for the Claypool
property, officially establishing “Douglass Park”. This early development of park facilities was
concluded with the November, 1921 authorization to construct a Bintz swimming pool at
Douglass Park, and the awarding of the contract to construct the pool to R.H. Scott Co.

(12/29/21). Construction of the pool continued through 1922, although Board minutes note use
by July, 1922. The pool was officially accepted and noted in the minutes of 10/21/22.
Board minutes and annual reports are largely silent about additional development of the park
from 1921-27. The grounds must have been in acceptable condition, however, as events needing
Board approval are noted, such as the American Woodmen encampment (7/29/22), use of the DP
Pool for swimming instruction by the Colored YMCA (7/15/22), a Colored YMCA Concert
Band Performance (8/25/23). The Senate Avenue (Colored) YMCA was also granted permission
to use the “Douglass Park diamond # 2 every Saturday “after the 1924 season”, and for selling
programs during the DP Tennis Tournament in August, 1924. This YMCA also paid the Park
Board $50./mo for use of the pool “and attendant” during the 1924 summer. (7/24/24)
The Colored YWCA was granted permission for a program in June, 1925, and the National
Association of Negro Musicians was given use of the Park in July of that year as well.
The 1927 Baist Atlas (plate 18) indicates Douglas (sic) Park, with the swimming pool located,
and home/outbuilding remaining along Martindale Avenue opposite the corner of 28th and
Martindale. 2 blocks of the Claypool 1st addition remain from Arsenal to Martindale, 28th to 30th,
although the southern block of the two had been purchased by the Parks Department, with
lots/street perhaps not yet abandoned. 4 homes remain east of Arsenal, between 29th and 30th,
subsequently purchased and removed by the Parks Department. More lumber yards had been
built between 28th and 30th, west of the Monon. Near the corner of Ralston and 25th street a large
pavilion for roller skating had been constructed. Referred to as the Douglass Park Casino, the
facility was not on Park Property, but certainly contributed to the popularity of the location.
The acquisition of the last parcel of land from the Claypool subdivision allowed the initial
expansion of the 1921 park to include a golf course. Some sources indicate that only a temporary
course of 6 holes was provided initially, however Park Board minutes (2/2/28) are silent on the
number of holes but do reflect that a temporary course at Douglass Park would be ready for play
in 1928. Plans for this course layout were prepared by staff landscape architect A.W. Brayton.
By 1929 the Douglass course was being used by the Crispus Attucks High School golf team, and
national tournaments were held on the Douglass course in the early thirties. One can only assume
that the course was provided with an initial 9 holes, as directed by the referred to, but unlocated
Brayton plan. The Park Board minutes also report (1/27/29) the remodeling of an existing house
along Martindale Avenue for use as a golf course clubhouse. 2 houses and lots had been acquired
in 1924 (lots 241/242) which had been excepted from the original property purchase. Architect
Victor Winterrowd was awarded the contract for this work. A porch was subsequently added to
the structure in 1935, and a rain shelter for the course was also constructed in that year as well
(minutes: 4/11/35).
A golf pro was appointed for the Douglass Park Course in 1930 (3/27/30). These minutes also
indicate the removal of a house and barn from the property, possibly in the northeast corner of

the property where maintenance facilities were subsequently developed. It is not clear whether
these farm structures were associated with the original Claypool Farm property.
The final component of this initial development of the Park and Golf course was the provision of
a community or recreation center. Park Board minutes begin to report petitions and citizen
requests for this type of facility beginning in early 1931, and repeated in 1932, 1935, and 1936.
No action seems to have been taken by the Board, even in light of what must have been
opportunities to take advantage of Roosevelt era federal assistance for the creation of public
facilities by FERA, CWA, PWA and WPA. While Park Board minutes review several depression
era park projects supported by the CWA and FERA, no substantial improvements were made to
Douglass Park during the depression, with the exception of the 6/3/37 approval to use the DP
Clubhouse for adult classes in sewing, cooking, and academics. Teachers were to be supported
by the WPA. The CWA supported construction of Lake Sullivan on the White River, there was
WPA work on the White River in Riverside Park north of 30th Street, and after the Park Board
purchased land for an expanded Sarah Shank Golf course, there were WPA projects in both old
and new courses at that location (9/21/39).
It was not until 1941, however, that any of the Federal Depression Era improvement projects
impacted Douglass Park. PB minutes of 8/15/41 indicate that city councilman H.A. Campbell
and groups of residents reiterated the often requested provision of a shelter house in Douglass
Park, “suitable for use as a community house during winter months.” Plans for this structure
were submitted to the WPA in July of 1941 (Federated News, 1941), which revised those
previously rejected for a modified “Boys Town” structure proposed for the Park in 1940. Plans
by architect Stecy were again submitted in April, 1941 and again rejected. The proposed
building consisted of 2 joined temporary wooden classroom structures. The final revised and
approved plans substituted concrete block and recycled paving bricks for wood, and were
approved. The 2 structures, each 27 x 77 were to be separated by 50’ and located in the SE
corner of the park. The first unit of this complex was the only one constructed. Minutes of
10/9/41 indicate that these plans were submitted by engineer Perry to the WPA for the Douglass
Park building “to be used as a Recreation Center”. The Park Board would provide the materials,
and the WPA the labor support.
By May of 1942, however, the WPA withdrew its support from all project work, including the
Douglass Park Building. May 28, 1942 minutes report the approval of additional support of
$500-600 to complete the project independently. The grand opening of the project occurred on
Jan. 31, 1943. This was, apparently, a less than adequate solution to the need for a community
center at Douglass Park, as evidenced by a 1944 (1/26/44) petition requesting the expansion of
the Douglass Park Center, asserting that the new structure was “not large enough to
accommodate children in the neighborhood.” It would be 10 more years until this requested
expansion of the center would be accomplished. In 1954 plans were developed and implemented,
adding an 80x80’ gymnasium to the north side of the 1941 structure, essentially completing the
footprint of the Douglass Park Community Building extant in the Park in 2014. With respect to
landuses, major features, and landscape character, the Douglass Park of 1954 is essentially the
Douglass Park of 2014. Structures have been replaced (swimming pool, clubhouse, playground)
in the modern era (post 1964), but the Park landscape of 2014 is characteristic of mature public

landscape with a rich community history. The history of Douglass Park allows the park to be
seen as an Ethnographic Designed Landscape.
Ethnographic landscape - a landscape containing a variety of natural and cultural resources that
associated people define as heritage resources. Examples are contemporary settlements, sacred religious
sites, and massive geological structures. Small plant communities, animals, subsistence and ceremonial
grounds
are
often
components.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments/landscapeguidelines/terminology.htm

Historic Context: The American Public Park
“ Need I say more? Is it not obvious that the parks of a city are as essential to its moral health
and vigor as the vital organs of its inhabitants are to every individual?
HWS Cleveland. “ The Influence of Parks on the Character of Children” in Second Report of the
American Park and Outdoor Art Association. Minneapolis. 189
The nineteenth century romantic or naturalistic era in the arts revered the American landscape.
The veneration of natural and regional landscapes was one way of representing the strong
populist and democratic political values that existed in the United States during the middle
decades of the century. These political and social influences and their related aesthetic produced
a uniquely American designed landscape--the public park.
Unlike their counterparts in Europe, American public parks were not rooted in royal domain;
beginning with the design for Central Park in New York (1858) by Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr.
and Calvert Vaux, parks were created which represented the perceived value of preserving or
creating natural (or naturalistic) outdoor spaces for the enjoyment and well-being of the people.
Fundamental to the design of these public places was the presumed uplifting effect of rural
scenery. This philosophy was translated by artists such as Olmsted into actual landcapes that
emulated nature, bringing naturalistic or rural scenery to the residents of densely populated, often
dirty and polluted cities. Parks were soon recognized as therapeutic escapes from the congested
city. The provision of parks as urban necessities for mental and physical breathing room was
soon widely accepted and practiced in large and small cities alike.
The earliest parks designed in the mid-19th century were conceived as singular elements. By the
1880's the concept of public parkland was extended to the planning and design of interconnected
systems of parks: large and small open spaces woven together with a system of parkways and
boulevards. Early examples of these park systems include Chicago’s West Parks (Jenney, 1869)
and South Parks (Olmsted and Vaux, 1869), the Emerald Necklace of Boston (Eliot, 1890), and
the Minneapolis Park System (Cleveland, 1883). By the turn of the century, organizations such
as the American Park and Outdoor Art Association promoted the development of urban park
systems which provided opportunity for passive enjoyment of natural scenery, the protection of
rapidly declining urban natural areas such as stream corridors, and the efficient planning of cities

around a coordinated system of parks and boulevards. The City Beautiful Movement which
followed the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 further embraced the ideal of planning
cities to include a network of parks and open space. The work of George Kessler is notable in the
extension of the City Beautiful Ideal to the civic designs for the park systems of Kansas City,
Denver, Dallas, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis. The notoriety and popularity of the park and
boulevards of large American cities led to the emulation of these landscapes in small cities as
well. Additional social movements were influential in the development of the American public
park. Once reserved for passive enjoyment of nature, parks also become places for active
recreation in the early years of the 20th century as interests in sports and playgrounds evolved.
Urban conditions of the industrial revolution and of an increasingly poor and immigrant
population spawned reform movements such as that led by Jane Addams in Chicago. Community
Centers, public recreation facilities, and other facilities aimed at improving the public health and
welfare soon became integral to the urban park. The typical early 20th century urban park
combined the concepts of a rural retreat, preservation or creation of natural scenery,
opportunities for public gathering and discourse, provision of active recreation facilities and
community centers, often within a network of parks and boulevards which provided ease of
access to the parks and a framework for the well planned city. Stylistically and aesthetically,
these parks combined formal elements such as public gardens and promenades with the pastoral
and picturesque scenery associated with the earlier rural parks. Products of rapidly developing
concepts, 19th and early 20th century parks were not static elements of the urban landscape; they
were often overlays of sequential designs. Carefully planned additions or improvements to early
rural parks added components of active recreation, field houses, community centers and other
public facilities as these social movements were more fully developed. Most importantly, parks
and park and boulevard systems became elements around which planned residential and
commercial development flourished. Seen as the structural framework for urban development,
large and small cities alike embraced to concept of park planning and design to further the “City
Beautiful” ideal.
The great economic depression of the 1930’s ironically bolstered the provision of municipal,
state and federal parks. The New Deal programs of the WPA, CCC, and PWA supported the
design and construction of playgrounds, swimming pools, picnic pavilions and a variety of other
park landscape improvements. The federal support for labor, if the materials of construction
could be provided supported the creation of landforms, dams, stone walls and rustic pavilions
associated with this era, a time in which the therapy of return to nature was even more popular.
(From: Leeper Park Nomination; Context Statement.
Historic Context: Indianapolis and Indianapolis Parks
Indiana’s first state capitol was located in Corydon, on the Ohio River. In 1820, following a treaty which
required native Americans to leave the state in 1821, the capital was relocated to a more centralized
location. A commission was appointed, and the commissioners and Governor Jennings selected a new
capital site near the confluence of Fall Creek and the White River. The city of Indianapolis was
subsequently laid out by Alexander Ralston, taking the form of a mile square, with diagonal roads

connecting the peripheral road boundaries. A north/south “meridian” street bisected the square, and a
Market Street similarly bisected along the east/west axis. At the intersection of Market and Meridian, a
grand civic circle was planned as the location of the governor’s residence, with the new state capitol
building located at the western terminus of Market Street. Continuing the planned civic and governmental
symmetry, the Ralston plan located the Marion County Courthouse and the City Market at the eastern end
of Market Street. The plan also called for the location of a College, north of the center circle.
Aside from the grounds of the courthouse, statehouse, and the college site, and planned governor’s
residence, no provisions were made for public parkland. Congress donated a 14 acre site to the city in
1827 for the purpose of a military training ground. Following the Civil War, this 14 acre site west of the
mile square, was restored as the City’s first public park. Camp Sullivan is now known as Military Park.
In the latter decades of the 19th century, scattered small park sites were acquired. Many were small
properties, left over as a result of the subdivision process, or a product of the city’s grid and diagonal
street pattern. The City expanded beyond its original mile square, either by expanding the ubiquitous
Midwestern grid, or through notable examples of planned suburbs. These suburban communities were
planned in the romantic style of the day, often using the natural topography, open space, or planned
boulevards as focal points. The boulevarded Woodruff Place, crescents of Irvington, or the naturalistic
design of Brookside are notable examples. Woodruff Place followed similar examples in Louisville and
St. Louis, Irvington was modeled on the early planned suburb of Glendale in Cincinnati, and Brookside
was laid out by Cleveland and French. HWS Cleveland, at the urging of FLO had relocated his practice to
Chicago and worked with Olmsted in the implementation of the Olmsted and Vaux plan for the country’s
first planned suburban town of Riverside.
Following the success of Central Park in New York, a great parks movement permeated the American
urban landscape. Olmsted and Vaux, followed by the Olmsted Brothers designed hundreds of parks across
the country. The senior Olmsted and Daniel Burnham were the designers of record for the World’s
Columbian Exposition of 1893. The World’s Fair transformed the swampy ground of Olmsted’s 1868
design for Jackson Park into the renowned White City and sparked the subsequent City Beautiful
movement. The Fair would be Olmsted’s last design, having lapsed into dementia and institutionalized,
FLO died in 1903. The Fair did, however, mark the continuation of the Olmsted name through the work
of his son and step-son, and their associates. John Charles and Frederick Law Olmsted Jr., and Percival
Gallagher took the firm into the 20th century, evolving FLO’s 19th century romantic ideals into the new
century’s renaissance inspired City Beautiful era. Planning a city along classically ordered principles,
coupled with design responses to the new progressive political and social movements which resulted in
community centers, playgrounds, and recreation spaces for healthy living. The Progressives and adherents
to the City Beautiful believed that the well planned city promoted the health and well-being of its
residents and insured a city’s economic competitiveness. Civic organizations, such as the Commercial
Clubs became the agents of the City Beautiful movement. The provision of parks and importantly the
creation of a system of parks was an essential ingredient of a well ordered City.

Historic Context: Indianapolis Park and Boulevard System
George Kessler was hired by the City of Indianapolis in 1908 to prepare a park master plan for
the City, augmenting previous plans prepared by the Olmsted Brothers and the City’s Engineer

Clyde Powers several years earlier. Kessler actively worked with the City to implement the Plan
until 1915. The Kessler Park and Boulevard Plan for Indianapolis featured parkways which lined
the major rivers and streams, interconnected with orthogonal boulevards at the western, northern
and eastern edges of the City. These parkways: Fall Creek Parkway, White River Parkway,
Brookside Parkway, and Pleasant Run Parkway were provided to serve the dual purpose of flood
control and providing pleasure driveways. Three of the parkways provided access to the planned
outer or large parks of the Kessler system: Riverside Park, Brookside Park, and Garfield Park.
Maple Drive, now 38th street was planned as an urban boulevard providing a northern boundary
for developing areas of the city. It was to be connected with similar boulevards on the eastern
and western fringes of the City. These remained undeveloped, although a later extension of the
park and boulevard plan included an outer drive, now known as Kessler Boulevard which serves
the purpose of connecting the Fall Creek and White River parkways. In addition to the Park and
Boulevard Plan, Kessler subsequently prepared plans for several smaller parks such as Rhodius
Park (1915) and Willard Park (1913), and a plan for Indiana State Plaza (1910) which was to be
governmental civic center to connect the state capitol to the White River. University Park in
downtown Indianapolis retains its design integrity from the 1914 Kessler design. Other detailed
designs prepared by George Kessler include the Sunken Garden at Garfield Park. The Kessler
plan for Garfield Park of 1913, maintained the use of the park as a rural retreat, but incorporated
more structured recreation activities such as tennis and baseball, an indoor community center,
and open playfields for informal active recreation. The Kessler master plan for Riverside Park
was developed in 1913. In 1915-16, the Fall Creek Parkway was connected to Riverside Park via
the Burdsall Parkway extension. The boulevarded East Riverside Parkway was lined with ash
trees in 1917-1918. Improvements were made to West Riverside Drive (Coldspring Rd.) from
Lafayette Rd. to 30th Street, and land was acquired to extend the East Drive of White River
Parkway northward towards 38th Street in 1921-1922. Lawrence Sheridan was appointed
landscape architect for the Parks Department in 1924 (George Kessler had died unexpectedly the
previous year). From 1929-31, Sheridan prepared plans for the Taggert Memorial site at the
entrance to Riverside Park, aligned with the Burdsall Parkway terminus.
Historic Context: Indianapolis Parks and African Americans
The Indianapolis Park and Boulevard plan proposed by George Kessler created an interconnected
system of Large Parks, Commercial and Residential Boulevards, and Parkways which paralleled
the natural waterways of the City. This plan did not extend to the provision of smaller or
neighborhood parks, the ideas for which were only then becoming normal parts of the park
design and planning process.
So while Kessler designed park plans were developed for Rhodius and Willard Parks on the
West and East sides of Indianapolis, these weren’t the product of the city-wide plan, nor has
information been discovered in Park Board minutes or elsewhere which would elaborate on the
origin of this neighborhood planning concept. Little is known about the idea of a Park in
Martindale Brightwood area of the city, prior to the action of the Indianapolis Park Board in

acquiring the property for park purposes. Anecdotally, minutes of the Park Board in 1919
indicate a small weekly sum ($10./week) was provided to the YMCA as a recreational subsidy,
“paid to the colored YMCA to keep the pool in said building in proper shape for the colored
boys to use who are not members of the association.” YMCA’s of the day were segregated, and
through local benefactors and a matching grant by, Indianapolis had one of the largest Colored
YMCA’s in the country. Also known as the Senate Avenue YMCA, the facility was located in
the heart of the City’s African American district centered around Indiana Avenue northwest of
the city center.
The Annual Report of the Board of Park Commissioners of 1920 simply notes without
background that the Claypool property had been acquired for park purposes:
“This property will provide park facilities in a community which is very congested and at the
present time without park or recreation advantages.” (1920, p.6).
Further in this annual report, superintendent James Lowry also writes: “The writer is more than
ever convinced that the Department of Public Parks and Recreation, if it functions properly must
assume responsibility for the major portion of the leisure time of our citizens, and become a
social service agent” (providing) “better housing, public bath houses in congested sections, day
nurseries, dental and medical clinics , community centers, and cooperative programs for
recreation with public school and industries.”
In this brief description the new park was described in terms very similar to the forms and
functions of the then developing small parks of Chicago, designed by the Olmsted Brothers for
the South District Parks, and by Jens Jensen for the West Parks. These small parks created in the
first decade of the 20th century in addition to providing recreational opportunities for these
districts, were also planned and developed as community centers, innovative extensions of the
settlement house movement such as Hull House in Chicago. The Brightwood district was home
to the Christamore Settlement house from 1905-1920, a settlement house which served the needs
of an immigrant and poor white population around the area of the Atlas Works, a large industrial
facility in Brightwood, but one which hired “whites only”. The Christamore House moved to a
near west side in 1929 in order to continue to provide services for a white’s only population after
being ordered by the City’s relief agency to provide for the needs of what even then was the
mixed population of Martindale and Brightwood. This move away from the district may have
been the impetus for the Park Department to entertain the idea of replacing the lost Christmore
Settlement House with Douglass Park and its projected facilities.
Crocker: Social Work and Social Order pp.19-35.
Of the Christamore Settlement House, Ruth Hutchinson Crocker writes:
“Yet this vision of progress was for whites only. And when Olive D. Edwards came to take the
position of head resident in August 1915, she almost immediately faced a crisis that threatened

to close down the settlement house permanently. Christamore had been founded to serve only
whites, but by 1910 blacks made up half the settlement neighborhood. The black ghetto of the
Indiana Avenue area was beginning to spread eastward, as blacks seeking betterment moved
there from the South. Between 1910 and 1920 the black population of the city as a whole doubled
from 15,931 to 34,678. And as the racial compositions of its neighborhood changed,
Christamore felt the impact of declining attendance; white attendance at the settlement house
fell from 4000 a month in 1913 to only 2000 by 1919. For months, Christamore’s director and
board deliberated. Should they set up a separate branch settlement for blacks, as many other
settlements were doing; admit them to the facilities only on certain dayss; or continue to exclude
them and face declining attendance. The decision of Christamore’s sponsors to move the
settlement rather than integrate it may seem surprising in view of the well-known commitment of
settlement leaders such as Jane Addams to racial justice. The move was not untypical, however:
as the new institutions of social work emerged in the post-World War I period, they were
generally segregated.” Crocker. P35
One of the most notable aspects of the history of African Americans in Indianapolis seems to be
the fact that this was one of the country’s largest and oldest, that is, one of the most established
black population centers. By 1920 there had been generations of free-blacks living in the city,
and while most might have been among the poorest in the city, the black population was diverse
and included business people, lawyers, doctors and entrepeneurs, such as Madam Walker whose
cosmetic empire established her as the country’s first female black millionaire. This diverse
community of African Americans needed services for the poor, but could afford housing in better
neighborhoods, and support community facilities which went along with the upward mobility. So
while Flanner House was founded in the Indiana Avenue district to serve a poor black
population, “the Avenue” itself was known for its culture and entertainment opportunities, and
the black population of Indianapolis spread out in search of places that would have them, and in
many cases succeeded in creating the suburban lifestyle which went along with “moving up”. It’s
no surprise, then to note that the Indianapolis Recorder profiles the request for parks and golf
courses associated with this evolving population. The intent to provide Douglass Park with
settlement house-like support functions, recreation facilities for both a lower and middle class
population , and a golf course addressed this broad population. The good intentions, are however,
tempered by noting that the residential area surrounding the park developed as an African
American district, as blacks were restricted from buying houses in many areas of 1920’s
Indianapolis, the Douglass Park swimming pool was soon marked with “for coloreds only”, and
the golf course was provided perhaps in lieu of providing equal access to the City’s already
established, and expertly designed public courses elsewhere.
Carolyn Brady writes:
“Between 1900 and 1920 the greatest influx of black migration in many northern cities occurred
when World War I stopped the flow of European immigration and northern industries began to

recruit southern labor (both African-American and white). The federal census, taken every ten
years, does not provide information on when migration to Indianapolis peaked between census
years, but the city's African-American population increased by 5,885 between 1900 and 1910
and by 12,862 between 1910 and 1920. The rate of growth of the black population between 1900
and 1910 (37 percent) was comparable to the growth of the city's overall population in this
decade (38 percent), but the increase of the black population between 1910 and 1920 (59
percent) was significantly greater than that of the city population as a whole (35 percent).(3)
Proportionally this growth was not as dramatic a change as was witnessed by other northern
cities where the African-American populations more than doubled in the decade around World
War I. Large cities attracted more newcomers, and Chicago's black population increased by
over 65,000 (148 percent). Detroit, which offered jobs in the auto industry, had its black
population grow by over 35,000 (611 percent) between 1910 and 1920.(4)
In contrast to many northern cities, however, the black population of Indianapolis had been
growing steadily since the end of the Civil War. In 1866, the state supreme court voided the
article of the 1851 state constitution that had prohibited African Americans from settling in
Indiana, and the number of black residents increased by nearly 500 percent between 1860 and
1870. By 1900, nearly 16,000 African Americans lived in Indianapolis, comprising almost 10
percent of the city's population.(5) At the beginning of the twentieth century about one in ten
residents of Indianapolis was black, compared to much larger cities such as New York and
Chicago, where the proportion was about one in fifty.
African Americans arriving from the South in the early 1900s found an established black
community with churches, businesses, and social organizations. Indianapolis had three blackrun weekly newspapers by 1900, the Freeman, the Recorder and the World. The Recorder often
ran a directory of African-American businesses in its Christmas issue. In 1901, this listing
included restaurants, hotels, and grocery stores, as well as barbers, physicians, dentists,
lawyers, dealers in coal, ice, oil, and junk, and even a clairvoyant.
The relatively high percentage of African-American residents in Indianapolis also gave black
voters a certain amount of political clout. Ray Stannard Baker, one of the pioneers of
"muckraking" journalism during the Progressive Era, visited the city in the early 1900s while
researching race relations in the United States because he "had heard so much of the political
power of the Negroes there."(6) African-American candidates participated in city elections, and
at least two black residents, John A. Puryear and Sumner A. Furniss, were elected to the city
council. Puryear, a businessman who ran a transfer and moving company, held office from 1892
to 1897, and Furniss, a doctor, served from 1917 to 1921.(7)”
(CM Brady, 1996)
Historic Context: Golf Courses
Golf is an ancient outdoor sport, intrinsically tied to the landscape on which it is played. There is evidence
of the game which dates to the middle-ages in Europe. However it was in Scotland in the early 15th
century where this familiar use of clubs to hit balls across a landscape “course” toward a target was
popularized and perfected. The early game in Scotland was played on what is now described as links land,
which was scrubby dune or grassland. These links lands were as nature created them, often treeless barren

dunes, exposed sand pockets amid tough, grassed topography. Play consisted of hitting the ball from a tee
to a hole by advantageously finding the most advantageous route. Early courses may have had only one
hole, and play consisted of hitting out and back. Other early Scottish courses had no set number of holes,
and the course was not planned or laid out. Greens and Tee areas were merely flat and smooth places in
the natural landscape. The popularity of the sport soon, however, resulted in the creation of places for
golf, and by the mid-eighteenth century courses were managed, laid out and modified for the game. These
new “landscapes” retained the familiar topographic conditions of the early links land courses. Evolving
strategies for expert play increased the opportunities to carefully create these golf landscapes, and the
game soon spread around the world and courses were created far beyond their early dunes land.
Beginning in the 1700’s, formal greens were instituted, and golf also began to played on organized private
courses by members of “the club”. The great Scottish courses like St. Andrews came into its own in the
1830’s. Golf soon spread to all parts of the British Empire.
Golf was played in America in the Eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries on courses near Charleston
and in colonial Georgia, although the configuration of the course landscapes was rudimentary and
inconsistent. The Royal Montreal (1873) and Royal Quebec (1874) Golf Clubs each claim the titles of
oldest North American golf courses. The St. Andrews Club in Yonkers NY, Dorset Field in Vermont, and
the Oakhurst Links in White Sulphur Springs WVA vie for first complete courses in the United States, all
created in the late 1880’s. Charles Blair MacDonald brought golf to Chicago in the 1890’s, and in 1895 is
credited with laying out the country’s first 18 hole course at the Chicago Golf Club in Wheaton. The sport
and the design of courses rapidly spread across the country in the initial decades of the 20th century.
((Cornish). This “Golden Age” (Cornish p.74) of golf course design is highlighted by the creations of
noted course architects including C.B. MacDonald, H.S. Colt, A.W. Tillinghast, Seth Raynor, and Donald
Ross. Midwestern courses further benefitted from the expertise of the Chicago design practices of C.D.
Wagstaff, Langford and Moreau, and Tom Bendelow, and the Indianapolis-based work of William Diddel
The Indiana heritage of golf course landscape design includes Donald Ross designed courses in French
Lick, Ft. Wayne and Indianapolis. Tom Bendelow designed courses in Hammond. William Diddel
designed over 50 courses in Indiana, including Highland Golf and Country Club (1921), Forest Park
(Noblesville, 1935), Coffin Municipal (Indianapolis, 1931), Riverside Municipal (Indianapolis, 1935),
Meridian Hills (Indianapolis,1923) and Indianapolis Country Club (Indianapolis, 1923)
http://billdiddel.com/courses.htm

Historic Context: Golf, Golf Courses and African Americans
Histories of Golf and Golf Courses abound, and there are several excellent histories of African
Americans and Golf. Most of former are introduced with short discussions of the international
history of this popular form of recreation, a sport which epitomizes a player striving against an
environmental challenge, a game of skill and finesse, of individuals and groups and their
assistants plotting their assault on the links land. And there does seem to have always been both
player and assistant, with the assistant (caddy) providing equipment-handling service, search and
location assistance, and advice on the strategy of play. (define caddy)
In light of 19th and 20th century segregation and racial bias which barred blacks from a variety of
public and private places including public parks, swimming pools, and recreation centers….and

golf courses, it is ironic that African Americans have a history associated with golf in America
that is as old as the history of the North American game. Golf first came to the low-country of
the Carolinas in the late 18th century, and by the 1790’s, for example, there were regular courses
of play in places like Charleston where early golfers played on nearby duneland or on in-town
places such as Harleston Green. Early golfers continued the Scottish experience of playing with
expert assistance, which in the Carolinas of the day meant that the white players were assisted by
negro slaves. No doubt these earliest American caddies were barred from all but surreptitious
play, but nevertheless developed an intrinsic connection to the sport. The recreation form
appears to languish in the mid nineteenth century, but is revived in post civil war north and
south. The new country clubs of the 1880’s and 90’s evolved from links land play to a myriad of
landscapes, but the tradition of player and able assistant continued. Blacks in both the north and
especially the south continued their traditions as the expert caddies, and it is from these ranks
that the first noted African American golfers emerge. Players barred from regular play, but who
served as trusted advisors and assistants. A time-consuming recreation, golf is heavily played on
weekends, precluding extensive end-of-the-week time for course maintenance and rejuvenation.
In response, most early courses were closed on Monday’s…..and Mondays soon became a time
for the negro assistant to clandestinely play the game himself.
And so the sport of golf was closed to African Americans in all but sadly stereotypical ways.
Blacks could caddy for white players, but were forbidden to play on the courses on which they
were such excellent assistance. Turn of the 20th century talented black players (who had honed
their skills as caddies playing on closed courses) were forbidden to play in many open
tournaments. Many country clubs across the United States had racial clauses precluding blacks
from membership or even from even playing as a guest. When professional sport of golf was
introduced, the Professional Golf Association would not accept a black player as a member (and
did not do so until 1961).
Golf, however was becoming increasingly popular with African Americans and the second era of
African American golf in the United States is highlighted with the creation of a parallel universe
for the negro player. Public Golf Courses for negroes were created all across the country. There
were African American Country Clubs founded by blacks, and many amateur clubs were formed
by blacks in parallel with other clubs which were not open to negro membership. The United
Golf Association was formed in 1921 for the African American professional player, and featured
a separate professional series, tournaments, and the renowned Negro Open, played from 1921-.
Jim Crow Era Golf Courses
The third era of African American Golf, more specifically African American Golf Courses is
highlighted by mid-20th century desperate attempts to maintain “separate but equal” facilities for
Blacks and Whites, paralleling what America witnessed in its schools, public transportation,
colleges and universities, social clubs and civic organizations.
If Douglass Park is representative, this collection of golf course landscapes created for exclusive
(or excluded?) play by African Americans have often been abandoned, remodeled or otherwise
transformed without deference to their important role in African American culture.

As mentioned, African Americans and Golf has been well-documented, and with respect to the
playing of golf or the preclusion of play by African Americans. The places where African
Americans played the game have received less attention, so it is the African American landscape
architecture connection which is the focus of this research.
Hypothetically…consider that most of the stereotypical association of golf and segregation is
associated with the elitist concept of “the country club”, however, less well considered is the
phenomena of the development of (equally segregated) public golf courses in parallel with the
rapid expansion of the sport in the early decades of the 1900’s. While one might be numbed by
the reminder that the source of discrimination was the white country club of the south, blacks
were precluded from playing golf on public courses in a pervasive pattern across the United
States from Los Angeles to New York, Minneapolis to Miami. The popularity of the sport and
the recreational and social associations prompted a response which witnessed the creation of
African American Golf Clubs, Associations, and Professional Organizations. African Americans
formed and owned their own Country Clubs, and hosted Amateur and Professional Tours rich in
heritage. Early efforts to achieve racial equality in the public realm in the face of discrimination
and segregation of the races in public facilities also paralled national patterns, high or lowlighted by an era of “separate but equal” facilities which witnessed cities like Indianapolis,
Detroit, Chicago, Louisville, Memphis and many others creating separate public parks where
blacks could swim, play tennis, and play golf. Brown vs. Board of Education (195) struck down
the separate but equal concept in the provision of public facilities. The discrimination and
segration of private facilities continued well past the 1950’s The PGA barred non-caucasians
from membership until 1961. De-facto segregation may continue today on private country clubs.
In looking into both the private and public courses where golf was popularized in African
American culture, one can’t escape the social aspect associated with the places where golf is
played. The golf club
Historic Context: Martindale-Brightwood
“Martindale-Brightwood is a neighborhood situated on the near northeast side of Indianapolis
bounded by 30th Street, Massachusetts Avenue, 21st Street, Sherman Drive, and the Northfolk
Southern Railroad tracks. This area encompasses two previously independent settlements.
Brightwood, the eastern section of the neighborhood, was first platted in 1872 and amended in
1874. Railroad workers on the “Bee Line” were the first to settle the Brightwood suburb which
soon became the railroad center of Indianapolis. The town of Brightwood was incorporated in
1876 and remained autonomous until 1897 when it was annexed by Indianapolis. The
Martindale area was settled in 1874, also by railroad workers who found employment in
machine shops and manufacturing. Industrial growth in Martindale was supported by the nearby
railroad lines and the area quickly became a working class suburb.
The blue collar population of Martindale-Brightwood before the turn of the century included a
mix of African Americans and a growing proportion of foreign born or first generation European
Americans. African Americans began to settle in residential areas around Beeler Street (later
Martindale Avenue and still later Dr. Andrew J. Brown Avenue), the industrial center of
Martindale at that time, and began building their own churches along the avenue. In contrast

Brightwood continued to attract white residents who were skilled and unskilled workers; the
1880 census reports that about forty percent of the adult men were foreign-born or firstgeneration, predominantly of German, Irish, and British ancestry.
Brightwood developed as a small town before its annexation by Indianapolis. The town provided
its residents with a high school located in the northeast part of Brightwood, private water works
installed in 1894, and operated two volunteer fire departments: the “Wide-a-Wakes” and the
“Alerts.” Station Street, located in the southeastern section of Brightwood became the town
center. Station Street was developed as the business district and continued to be the commercial
center of the neighborhood until the 1960s. In 1899 Brightwood was described as a “. . . thriving
town of nearly 4,900 people. . . . it is a model city of cottages resembling a park. The fact that so
many men living in the town work together in the great engine and car shops makes the
community seem like one big family.” The same year extension of street-car service connected
Brightwood with Indianapolis.
The beginning of the twentieth century continued to see Brightwood prosper as a result of
thriving railroads and increased industrialization. Laycock Manufacturing Company, Topp
Hygienic Milk and Ice Company, George F. Neher & Sons and the Big Four Railroads
(Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) were among the larger employers in the region. A
Commercial Club was organized in 1911, for the purpose of building up the suburb and to
obtain municipal improvements. The goals of the club were the establishment of a park and
public playground and to build an addition on School #51 that would allow the teaching of high
school classes. In addition to School #51, Brightwood also contained the parish school of St.
Francis de Sales Catholic Church. The town had already received other public improvements
such as a library in 1902, and it made plans for the improvement of the water works.”
“Martindale, in the west, continued to develop as an industrial and residential area centered
around Martindale Avenue. The street was lined by a mixture of private homes, churches, and
industry. Among the businesses operating in the Martindale area were the Indianapolis Gas
Works, Wm. Eggles Field Lumberyard, Hoosier Sweat Collier Factory, the National Motor
Vehicle Company, and the Monon Railroad yards. African American churches continued to be
built in the area, and Martindale Avenue became the home to many African Americans. The
African American population of Martindale was also provided with a school and Douglas Park
was dedicated in 1921. Within a few years, by 1927, the park also operated a swimming pool.
During the formative years of both Martindale and Brightwood the railroads continued to be the
basis for the economy, however, following the relocation of the “Big Four” to Beech Grove in
1908 the industry slowly began to decline.
By 1944 most of the original railroad businesses had relocated and it was in this year that the
railroad station in Brightwood was razed. The remaining railroad connections were moved by
the New York Central (owner of the “Big Four”) to Avon, Indiana in 1960. The loss of the
railroads proved to be detrimental to the economic status of Martindale-Brightwood in the post
war years. With the loss of the railroad industry and the expansion of Indianapolis suburbs the
neighborhood went through a period of transition. White residents began to relocate to the newly
built suburbs. The migration away from Brightwood left behind a surplus of housing which was
followed by an in-migration of lower income African Americans which continued throughout the

next four decades. By 1960, African Americans accounted for approximately half of
Brightwood’s population of 5,700. This amount would increase to over ninety percent of the
population which had declined to 4,700 by 1990. Through this same period Martindale remained
an African American center of small working class homes intermixed with industry.
Manufacturing remained as a dominant industry and Ertel Manufacturing, current occupants of
the old Atlas Machine Works grounds, is the areas largest employer with over 300 workers.”
http://www.polis.iupui.edu/ruc/neighborhoods/martindalebrightwood/mbnarrative.htm#
Maps of the day do indicate that the Claypool property was surrounded by the city’s street grid,
however a closer inspection of the near neighborhood at the time indicates that north of 25th
street while subdivisions had been platted, little had been built. The property was on the very
northeast edge of the then developed urban area, with some developed housing to the south, but
little on the north or east. Industrial areas bounded the site to the west. The “State Ditch”
bisected the property on a diagonal, bounded by poorly drained soils. (official Road Map of
Marion County, Indiana. Thos. Palmer, 1905; Soil Map, Indiana, Marion county. USDA, Bureau
of Soils. Gelb and Schroeder, surveyors.
The center of African American population in Indianapolis was over miles away in the Indiana
Avenue Corridor northwest of the downtown area. It should be noted that there was a growing
population of blacks in the Martindale area, and the district was served by the street railway,
with a line terminating at 25th and Martindale Avenue.
Even closer inspection of historic maps, and literature reveal that Brightwood evolved from the
1870’s planned suburb of Brookside, designed by noted landscape architect HWS Cleveland. Its
romantically curving streets complemented the topography of the area, and the early cottage
residences completed the scene. Adjacent to a main line railroad and near the intersections of
several rail lines, the neighborhood apparently developed as a working class district, the one time
free-standing town of Brightwood. The industrial yards of the railroads and other associated
industry lay to the north and east of Brightwood. African Americans settled in this area, with
early homes, businesses and churches along the Martindale Avenue thoroughfare.
‘Segregation in Indiana During the Klan Era of the 1920’s”
Emma Lou Thornbrough
Mississippi Valley Historical Review Vol XLVII, No. 4. March, 1961
“Some of the same discriminatory pattern that developed in the public schools during the 1920’s
may be discerned also in the city regulations governing places of public accommodation.
Although discrimination in such places was prohibited by law, it continued to be customary in
the decade for Negroes and whites to patronize different establishments. One place where the
color line was drawn for the first time was in the public parks of Indianapolis and Gary. In
Indianapolis, Douglass Park was acquired in 1921. It was not officially designated as a park for
Negroes, but the swimming pool and playgrounds which were subsequently built there were

marked with signs which said “Negroes only.” After the opening of this park Negro groups
found it impossible to get permission to hold functions in the other city parks.” P.609
These illustrations of segregationist practices, whether in places of public accommodation or in
the public schools, are evidence of the increasing sharpness of racial discrimination during the
1920’s. It was a period, at least in the larger urban areas of Indiana, when the color line seemed
marked more indelibly than before. The question which remains is that of the responsibility of
the Klan – the extent to which the segregationist measures may be attributed to its influence.
Of the strength of the Klan there can be no doubt. The Klan moved into Indiana in the years
following the First World Was. By 1923 there were klaverns all over the state, with a
membership estimated at between a quarter and half a million. The Klan infiltrated Protestant
churches, social organizations, and politice. For a time it dominated the Republican party,
which in turn controlled state government. But its hey day was shrot-lived. It collapsed in the
midst of a series of disclosures which shook the complacency of Indianans, 3evern thought they
were inclined to be fairly tolerant of wrongdoing in political circles. David c. Stephenson,
formere Grand Dragon and dominant figure in the Klan, was sentence to life improsionment for
a particularly reveloting sex crime. A few months later a whole series of public officials intified
with the Klan had been accused of various kinds of malfeasance. Some of them escaped
conviction but all were disgraced. Ever since that time politicians have frantically sought to
dissociate themslevers from any hint of Klan ties. Because the Klan was so thoroughly
discredited there has been a tendency in recent years to make it a scapegoat and blame it for
segregation measures which a later generation finds discreditable. The evidence in support of
this beliff, however, is tenuous.
In exploiting popular prejudices the Indiana Klan relied most heavily upon traditional fears of
Roman Catholicism. The them which was harped on most consistently in the pages of the official
Klan publication, the Fiery Cross, was the alleged desire of the Church of Rome to dominate the
government and schools of the United States, a theme in which existing prejudice against
foreigners was fully exploited. Appeal to race prejudice, in comparison to the appeal to antiCatholicism, was relatively slight despite Indiana’s long history of recial bigotry. In fact, efforts
were sometime mad to convince Negroes that the Klan was their friend. (p610)” Thornburgh
goes on the add of the Klan: “It insisted that there were many cases “wherein worthy negroes
have been materially aided in time of misfortune by the Klan.” One form of aid cited was gifts
made to “worthy “ Negro churches”.
Douglass Park and its historic time frame.
It is in this light perhaps that the creation of Douglass Park might be appreciated. A review of the
1918 through 1919 Board of Park Commissioners minutes reveals no impetus or formal request
for the creation of this park. The minutes of indicate an approval to purchase the 40 acres,
referred to initially as the Claypool property. However, within a year of the property purchase,

and during the initial stages of park improvement, the property was renamed Douglass Park,
again, with no mention of special request, or no additional tribute to the namesake. All this at a
time when members of the City Council, the mayor, and members of the Park Board were all
either suspected or confirmed members of the Klan.
“A darker period of Indianapolis history began with the rise of the second Ku Klux Klan
movement in the United States. The Indiana chapter of the Klan was founded in 1920 and quickly
became the most powerful Klan organization in the United States. In 1922, D. C. Stephenson was
appointed the Klan Grand Dragon of Indiana and 22 other states; he promptly moved the
Indiana Klan's headquarters to Indianapolis, which was already coming under the Klan's
influence. The Klan became the most powerful political and social organization in the city
during the period from 1921 through 1928.
The Klan continued to solidify its stronghold on the state, taking over the Indiana Republican
Party and using its new political might to establish a Klan-backed slate of candidates which
swept state elections in 1924. The elections allowed the Klan to seize control of the Indiana
General Assembly and place the corrupt Governor Edward L. Jackson in office. By then, more
than 40% of the native-born white males in Indianapolis claimed membership in the Klan. Klanbacked candidates took over the City Council, the Board of School Commissioners, and the
Board of County Commissioners. Through the Klan, Stephenson ruled over the State of Indiana,
leading a powerful national movement set on gaining control of the United States Congress and
the White House. However, the power of the Klan would quickly begin to crumble after
Stephenson was convicted at the end of 1925 for the rape and murder of a young Indianapolis
woman, Madge Oberholtzer.
With Stephenson's conviction, the Klan suffered a tremendous blow and quickly lost influence.
When Governor Jackson refused to pardon him, Stephenson retaliated by going public with
information of corruption which brought down several politicians throughout Indiana. The
Mayor of Indianapolis and several local officials were convicted of bribery and jailed. Governor
Jackson was indicted on charges of bribery, but he was acquitted in 1928 because the statute of
limitations had run out; he completed his term in disgrace. “ History of Indianapolis. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia

The acquisition of the Claypool farm for park purposes coincides with the rise of Klan influence
and political power in Indianapolis. Given no evidence of what prompted the Indianapolis Parks
Department to acquire the property, and for what purpose, one is left to speculate that this was
something brought about by either an offer by the property owner, or an action by the Parks
Superintendent. Again, the official minutes of the Park Board are silent about this. The name of
the property was changed, with no official discussion, to Douglass, named after a noted African
American, and it is difficult to avoid the assumption that the Park would have an orientation to
the African American Community. With regard to Park use exclusively by African Americans,
the minutes are also silent, however during the period when the Douglass Park Golf Course was
added to the park, there are numerous entries in the Park Board minutes which infer that, at least
the Golf Course had been provided to satisfy a request by the African American community for
public golf course where African Americans would be welcome.

Further speculation about the place of Douglass Park in Indianapolis Parks history revolves
around the equality of treatment the park was given. The Board of Parks Commissioners, by
1920 had a 10 year history of park planning and subsequent property acquisition and site
development. George Kessler the country’s most well-known park planner created the Park
Department’s Master Plan in 1908, and the Board followed through with the Kessler Plan in the
substantial improvements made in Garfield, Riverside, and Brookside Parks, and in the heroic
acquistion of land needed to develop the planned parkways of the Kessler Plan. By 1920, Fall
Creek Parkway, Brookside Parkway, and Pleasant Run Parkway had all been substantially
underway. Kessler was at work in the early 1920’s on an elaborate expansion of the 1908 plan,
and had also completed detailed designs for University Square, and the sunken garden at
Garfiled Park. Other detailed Kessler designs were created for Rhodius (1915) and Willard Park
(1913). Rhodius is an interesting case in point. A small park in the system, Rhodius is located on
what was then the far west side of Indianapolis. The Kessler design for this __ ac. Park called for
baseball diamonds, a swimming pool, tennis courts, a small lake and boat house, floral displays,
a network of designed pathways and a field house, all of which were constructed in relatively
short order after the property was acquired in 192. This park had a professionally designed site
plan, and an architect was hired for the design of the community building. Douglass Park might
be seen as the north side equivalent of Rhodius Park, however this park did not receive the initial
professional design guidance as had been provided at Rhodius. Design and planning for parks
continued in the 1920’s. Kessler was at work in Indianapolis on the expanded park and boulevard
system in 1923 when he passed away. The work was taken up by his Indianapolis associate, and
this elaborate plan was published in 1928.
Furthermore, by 1927 the Parks Department had been in the Golf Course business for many
years, and had commissioned courses in the system to be designed by some of the country’s
finest golf course architects. Architects were hired, and several clubhouses were designed and
constructed on these public courses. On the other hand, the Indianapolis Recorder notes that the
golf course proponents at Douglass were initially given 6 tin cans to bury in the then “north 40”
of the DP property which would serve as the initial temporary course. Rough plans were
developed by a local landscape architect, then city employee, but the service of AW Brayton was
terminated shortly after he reviewed his Douglass Park golf course plans with the Board and
residents. The rough plan, however, does seem to have been implemented, and the DP course
current layout represents an important aspect of the Park’s historic significance.
Supporters of Douglass Park began asking for a community building almost immediately after
the Park was opened, but unlike Douglass’ larger park neighbors or unlike its west side
neighborhood park equivalent (or southside at Christian Park), no equivalent structure was
constructed until nearly 30 years had passed. There was a start of a building during the WPA era,
but those plans were scuttled, when the Federal Government found the plans to be inadequate.
The existing DP community building was constructed in 1954.

A delegation of civic and religious leaders appeared at the regular meeting of the Indianapolis
Board of Park Commissioners week to urge the construction of a Shelter House and Community
Center in Douglass Park. The delegation which included Mrs. Alice Gartin, sponsor of tbe
Boystown Movement; Mrs. Ollie Taylor, president of Fletcher's Oak Hill Civic club; Father

Strange, rector of St. Rita's Catholic church; Rev. David C. Venerable, pastor of Corinthian
Baptist church, and Starling W. James, president of the Association of Federated clubs was
supported by a group of members of the City Council under the leadership of Councilman
Harmon O. Campbell. Frank R. Beckwith, chairman of the Legal and Legislative committee of
the Federation, who was spokesman for the delegation, told the board that Douglas Park had
been sorely neglected; that the Park was established nearly a quarter of a century ago to provide
park facilities for approximately 50,000 citizens and that predecessor Park Boards had failed to
develop it. He pointed out that new parks had been created since that time and had received
more attention than Douglas. William Fauntleroy, presented statistical data from Crime
Prevention records showing that the area immediately adjoining and surrounding Douglas Park
contributes a high share of the rate of juvenile delinquency. In an interview with Mrs. Alice
Gartin, it was disclosed that several months ago the Park Board promised to erect a building in
the park for the use of the Boystown organization if plans were prepared and submitted.
Following this, Mrs. Gartin's organization provided the funds to employ an architect who
prepared the plans which were submitted to the board. Eastside Recorder 19__.
Douglass Park: Evolution of Place
Created in the 1920’s at the height of an era of racial tensions in America, constructed and
maintained clouded by veiled inferences of representative “separate but equal”, Douglass Park
nevertheless evolved as a recreational, cultural, and social center for the Indianapolis African
American Community. Perhaps not the best of parks or places, and certainly not the premier park
or golf facility in the City, Douglass Park was and still appears to have become “our place” for
an African American population. The Park had supporters and agents from the start. While initial
impetus remains unclear, one can infer from the initial naming decision onward, that Douglass
Park had broad support and viability in the African American Community. Golf Club, Civic
Club, religious organizations, the Colored YMCA and YWCA all appear over decades in support
of this community recreation and cultural center. The support over time is unfortunately the most
clear in the decades long struggle to add a Douglass Park Community Building to the Park’s
facilities. Park Board minutes reveal repeated requests for the facility, a multitude of mostly
failed plans, initial construction of a facility substandard in program, size, and access, followed
by the well-used, well-remembered but clearly utilitarian structure still in use in 2014.
Douglass Park was initially provided with baseball, tennis, and swimming pools on par with
other neighborhood parks. As good as over there, but please stay here and not go over there
might have been the early (unwritten) rules of “play” for Douglass Park. There was a vocal and
well-placed movement for a golf facility at the Park, and one was provided, however here is
where the “equal” to over there narrative begins to waiver. The Golf Course at Douglass was not
the equal of the other golf course facilities within the park district, and it is here that “this is good
enough” may have slipped into the conversation. Repeated and often unanswered requests for
even small improvements to the Park and Golf Course appear in the Park Board minutes of the
day, and seem to be more frequent than those mentioned for other parks. This was a well-loved,
well used, and ultimately treasured place, and yet one which seemed to always be slightly less
than the facilities and programs of the popular parks of other neighborhoods of the City.
The Indianapolis Recorder 7/24/26
DENY USE OF CITY PARKS

Negroes Are Told to Go to Douglas Park by Park Head, Policy
On Tuesday morning, representatives of the Recorder, visited the office of the Board of Park
Commissioners. They sought of the clerk, who waited on them, a permit to hold a picnic in a public park.
The clerk proceeded to issue the permit, but when told the permit was wanted for Brookside Park, he
balked. He told the Recorder representative that on account of the crowds, the park was not available
this particular date. He was then asked if the park was available for the previous day. He then informed
the Recorder representative it was not available. The clerk was asked if it was available at any time and,
when he could not answer the question, he ushered the Recorder representatives into the office of the
superintendent of Parks. The superintendent of Parks, Mr. Jarvis enquired the mission of the Recorder
representative he was informed. They told him they desired to get a permit for a small private picnic in
Brookside Park, because Brookside was a desirable place for small private picnic, public park, and the
members of the club sponsoring the picnic for a fact have attended former picnics in Brookside Park. Mr.
Jarvis immediately proceeded to inform them of the virtues of Douglas Park the exclusive Jim-Crow Park.
He said the city had spent great sums of money in preparing Douglas Park for the –colored people-all
well and good. He impressed the Recorder representative they should not desire to go to any other park,
as Douglas Park was very nice and prepared especially for Negroes. They however informed him their
purpose in his office was to get a permit to hold a picnic in Brookside Park, as it was a nice place and a
public park. He finally stated however there was a certain animosity existing towards Negro citizens. He
did not say, however, that he or the Park Board to which he was responsible was taking a side on this
matter. Mr. Jarvis diplomatically evaded issuing a permit. He did not say a permit would be refused
Negroes to hold a picnic elsewhere than Douglas Park, but he refused to issue one for any other Park. He
always and continuously recommended Douglas Park as the best place for Negroes.
Mr. Jarvis— “We ask the colored citizens of the city in the matter of picnics or gatherings to take
advantages of the privileges of using Douglas Park. Everything will be done to make this a pleasing
enjoyable and desirable park. In order that they may not antagonize other citizens at this time when
there is a high spirit of animosity that we have on hand to adjust. And there is in the high courts at this
time a contest of issue pending, concerning somewhat similar circumstances to be settle amicably before
any further animosity should be created.
Mr. Jarvis would not affirm or deny a question as to whether his opinion was the same as that of the
Board of Park Commissioners or whether they influenced his statement on the matter.
It seems that the policy of the present city administration is to restrict or limit the area or sphere of
activity of Negro citizens.

Prior to the authorization for property purchase, Park Board minutes make no mention of the
context, background or plans for this new park. However, a review of minutes reveal quite a lot
about the Indianapolis Parks Department. 1918/19 minutes reveal that this was a large and
seemingly wealthy public agency. 1919 reports show that the organization had a large staff,
which included horticulturalists, nursery managers, golf instructors, florists, forestry inspectors
and Golf Course managers. In addition to noting the approval of $120,000 for a shelter in
Garfield Park, 1918 park board minutes chronicle the hiring of golf pros at Riverside GC #1,
payments to Rubush and Hunter architects for an elaborate planned clubhouse at the Riverside
golf course, construction of a caddie shack also at Riverside, letting of concession privileges at
South Grove GC. March 1918 minutes include the publication of Rules and Regulations
governing the golf courses, as previously published by the U.S. Golf Association.

1920 minutes chronicle the purchase of the Woodstock Country Club at 38th and Michigan,
adjoining Riverside Park, with a purchase price of $160,000. Funds to cover insurance on the
Woodstock structures were also authorized. Work was also underway on the Highland golf
course, also adjacent to Riverside Park. The Woodstock Country Club was leased back to the
private Woodstock Golf Club (6/3/20) for $5000./yr, on a 5 year lease.
December 1920 minutes refer the the March 1919 act of the Indiana Legislature which
authorized “first class” cities to create taxing districts for park purposes. April minutes of that
year additionally note the state legislation allowing Park Boards to take over municipal
playgrounds, most of which were located adjacent or near to the city’s public schools. Plans for
the management, improvement, and expansion of these public facilities were also a frequent
topic noted in PB minutes of the day. June 3rd, 1920 minutes include a list of the 17 public
elementary schools, listing them by “white” and “colored”. Racial conditions of the day are also
inferred by the 4/17/19 authorization of $10.00/week to the “YMCA, Colored” to keep the
swimming pool in proper shape, “paid to the colored YMCA to keep the pool in said building in
proper shape for the colored boys to use who are not members of the association. 6/17/20
authorization of payment to the same “colored YMCA” for the City’s recreation department use
of the Y’s swimming pool “on account of lack of other swimming facilities.”
So it is within this cultural, financial, and recreational context that the 11/26/20 minutes, without
any prior minute notation, authorize the purchase of land which would become Douglass Park:
Lots 243-480 in J.H. Claypool’s 2nd Addition, Section 30, Twp. 16, for a purchase price of
$28,305.00. The purchase was facilitated through the trustee of the Claypool estate at the Union
Trust Company. The offer to purchase these lots was accepted, with the exception of all but 2
lots in the northwest corner of the property (241,242), on which houses had already been
constructed.
This first purchase of property constitutes the southern 2/3 of Douglass Park. November 3, 1921
record the subsequent purchase of 20 additional acres to the north, the undeveloped portion of
Claypool’s first Addition, bounded by Arsenal, 30th, and Ralston. Lots in the First Addition west
of Arsenal had seen home construction after the 1911 plats were recorded. Several homes existed
east of Arsenal as well, which were included in the Park Board purchase, and were subsequently
demolished. The structures on Lots 241 and 242 in the Second Addition previously noted
became the eventual clubhouse for the Douglass Park Golf Course.
Property for Douglass Park was acquired in late 1920 and in late 1921. Improvement of the
southern tract of the park commenced quickly, as the Park Board authorized the location and
construction of 2 baseball diamonds and 3 tennis courses “on the Claypool Property” (5/5/21),
and also authorized the appointment of a custodian to take care of these grounds. May, 1921
minutes also note the authorization of a well for the park, and the provision of “comfort facilities
on the Claypool Grounds.” 5/19/21. The subsequent month’s minutes note the installation of
temporary toilet facilities. August, 1921 minutes record the contract for a swimming pool at

“Douglass Park”, identifying the park for the first time by its name, authorization for which was
made in the 7/7/21 meeting of the Park Board. These minutes simply note the changing of
Claypool Property to Douglass Park, with no other discussion or elaboration about the people or
impetus behind the naming of the park after the civil rights activist of great distinction in African
American history.
http://www.biography.com/people/frederick-douglass-9278324?page=2
Improvements to the new park proceeded rapidly. August, 1921 minutes note the advertising for
bids to construct a swimming pool for Douglass Park, and this contract was awarded and
announced in the 12/29/21 Park Board Minutes. The $60000 bid by the he R.H. Scott Co was
awarded the contract for the construction of a pre-engineered swimming pool as provided by the
Bintz Company of Michigan. The same minutes note the authorization to construct a refreshment
stand and 50x100’ pavilion to Ed. S. Gaillard, at the “location of his choice” in the park.
The placement of ball diamonds, tennis courts, comfort stations, pavilions and swimming pools
was apparently done without benefit of a park plan, which was unusual for the Indianapolis Parks
department whose other substantial property improvements was directed by park planning and
design work by noted landscape architect George Kessler, Park layouts for Riverside and
Garfield Park, Rhodius Park, and University square prepared by Kessler were meticulously
followed. Architects were hired to design major park structures, and the Park Board hired the
services of noted golf course designers for the development of courses at Riverside, Coffin and
South Grove, but the minutes are silent with respect to design and planning work at Douglass.
James Lowry, superintendent of parks during the period did have park planning and engineering
expertise, and minutes indicate the staff presence of landscape architect and planner Lawrence
Sheridan No record has been uncovered which documents how early Douglass Park
improvements were guided by a professional plan. April, 1926 minutes note the appointment of
landscape architect A. W. Brayton join Sheridan on the Park Board Staff, subsequently noting
that Brayton was supervising the improvements being made to Rhodius Park at the time.
Regardless of lack of planning or design, the new park seems to have been a welcome addition to
the neighborhood and community. An offer by the Colored YMCA was approved in July, 1922
allowing the YMCA swim team to serve as instructors of the recently opened DP Pool. The
American Woodmen held an encampment in the Park in 1922 (9/1/22). The Colored YMCA
Concert Band performed in August, 1923 (8/25/23). Mr. Gaillard asked the Park Board for
financial relief when his Board approved concession stand business suffered from the
unregulated competition of other vendors in the Park (12/1/23). In 1924 the Colored YMCA
agreed to pay $50./month for the summer use of the DP pool by its members. 1925 witnessed a
concert by the National Association of Negro Musicians, and there were additional park
programs offered by the Colored YWCA.

While the minutes of the Park Board never referred to Douglass Park as a park for African
Americans only, nor indicated that other Parks in the city were restricted to Whites only, the
permitting of activities at Douglass, and the careful notation in the minutes of “colored”
individuals and organizations does provide a de facto glimpse of the park and its early
development and use. It should be noted that the area adjacent and close to the Douglass Park
property was at the very edge of this quadrant of the city, and that maps indicate only scattered
single family homes, with businesses along the railroad line. By all indication this was not a
built-up area of town, and while the population did develop as predominately African American,
the Martindale district was very dissimilar to the center of the Indianapolis African American
community centered around the Indiana Avenue district on the northwest corner of the
downtown area. Most Indianapolis African Americans of the early 20th century resided on the
other side of town from Douglass Park, and the Indiana Avenue district was in relatively close
proximity to the City’s major park, Riverside Park.
And it is in this cultural context that the decision to purchase property, name a park after a noted
Civil Rights leader remains somewhat enigmatic. Why was this particular property made
available and purchased, and how did this particular location for a park evolve to be a de facto
segregated facility?
The Annual Report of the Board of Park Commissioners of 1920 indicates that the tract of land
was acquired for park purposes because “This property will provide park facilities in a
community which is very congested and at the present time without park or recreation
advantages.” (1920, p.6). Further in this annual report, superintendent James Lowry also
writes: “The writer is more than ever convinced that the Department of Public Parks and
Recreation, if it functions properly must assume responsibility for the major portion of the
leisure time of our citizens, and become a social service agent.” (providing) “better housing,
public bath houses in congested sections, day nurseries, dental and medical clinics , community
centers, and cooperative programs for recreation with public school and industries.”
Lowry resigned from his superintendent’s position in 1921, after 10 years of service.
James Lowry. The Park International. It is for the benefit of these boys that the game must be
kept clean. For them the recreation department fosters, more than for any one else, the
Indianapolis Amateur Baseball Association and devotes the greater part of its efforts to
developing the senior and junior sections of the association. The growth of amateur baseball has
reached a point where it is of widespread importance. It is recognized by the national baseball
commission as a great asset in the development of clean and aggressive athletes who will later
find berths in the big leagues. Indianapolis has the record of taking the initiative in this branch of
amateur sport above other cities of similar size. In recognition of this fact, James H. Lowry,
Superintendent of Indianapolis public parks, was elected president of the National Amateur
Baseball Federation at its recent convention in Cleveland. Mr. Lowry, a pioneer in the healthy

development of amateur sports here, has done much to put amateusr baseball on a sound basis
through the recreation department.. quote by Walter Jarvis in Indianpolis Star.
The various industrial and commercial interests of the city are cooperating heartily with the
recreation department because they realize the stabilizxing effect of well-conducted athletics on
their employes
“Park Chronicle. Progress Policies and Events in the Park World” Park International. Volume
2:2. March, 1921.

Ernest T. Attwell, Field Directore of the Colored Bureau of Community Service, Inc. In speaking
of the effect of recreational areas on the residence problem in large cities, Mr. Attwell says:
“Colored people seldom desire to move into neighborhoods inhabited by white people when
improvements, such as pavements, street lights, fire protection, sanitary plumbing and other
modern comforts are available to them in their own residence sections—and when they are
provided with ample park and plan space and satisfactory recreational facilities.” Park
International 1:3. November, 1920. P.195
See also Playgrounds for Colored America, same issue. P.217

Parks and Recreation. May-June 1922 James H. Lowry, formerly superintendent of parks at
Indianapolis is now president of the Lowry Nursery and Landscape Company of Indianapolis,
representing Kankakee Nurseries, Lowry Nurseries and the Lowry Seed Company. Mr. Lowry’s
company is doing park developemtn and city planning work on an extensive scale in connection
with his nursery and seed business. Mr. Lowry expects to retain his membership and interest in
the American Institute of Park Executives.
See Jacob Piatt Dunn. Indiana and Indianans. 1939

Douglass Park: Historic Designed Landscape Features
Topography: No evidence of topographic manipulation is evident as part of the original design. Original
site layout relates to subtle topographic valley which runs from NE corner of site to SW corner. This
topographic condition reflects the pre-park existence of the State Ditch which apparently was diverted
into a storm drain prior to the site being platted in 1911. Golf holes were located on slightly higher
ground both east and west of this valley, and through the center of the valley. The east bank of the old
creek and ditch remains as a clearly visible linear slope. Swimming pool (historic and contemporary) are
sited on the west bank of this valley. Community center and historic restroom facilities also located on
higher ground to the SE and central W banks respectively. Ball fields were historically located in the flat
lower valley areas in the southern quadrant of the site.
Natural Systems: No area of the site reflects pre-urban development. The site was farmed prior to
subdivision platting, and the natural (sources indicate) wetland/creek which evidently meandered through
the site was ditched to facilitate drainage through the developing area.
Vegetation: Vegetation on the site does not indicate pre-farm natural conditions. Some larger oak trees
on both the east and west side of park may suggest native vegetation. No landscape plans for the park
were discovered, and historic records did not reveal any intentional planting efforts. Vegetation on the
golf course is scattered and the resulting pattern is not one associated with the creation of distinct spatial
“rooms” for fairways. Shade trees were planted in areas of the tennis courts, picnic and play areas, and
south of the swimming pool. Non-native evergreens exist along the east topographic embankment. No
evidence in the historic research of intentionally created vegetative features, although groves of mature
trees exist south of the clubhouse, and south of the community building.
Circulation: Site is bounded on all sides by public streets. There was no through vehicular circulation
planned for the park. Parking was provided for both the swimming pool and golf course in an area east of
28th street extended. A maintenance area was originally located in the NE corner of the golf course,
possibly on the site of the Claypool farmstead. This facility was subsequently moved to the current
location along Dr. AJ Brown (Martinale) Avenue, accessed by a drive extending south of 29th street.
Few pedestrian paths existed in the historic park. There was a desire-line path extending on a straight line
diagonal from the SW corner of the site, at the terminus of the street car line. This path extended to
Ralston Avenue across parts of the golf course. A semi-circular path was also a feature of the SW corner.
An additional path evolved which connected the swimming pool/golf clubhouse to the community
building area paralleling the fence which divided the golf course and recreational areas of the park.
Water Features: None noted.
Landscape Structures: Historic features of the Park included a large shelter south of the community
building (demolished); Shelter on the central part of the golf course (extant); picnic “ovens” or grill
facilities (not present); Comfort station along Martindale (foundations exist) A playground was installed
northeast of the community building (replaced by current play area east of the building. Ball fields have
always existed in the southern section of the park. These changed location and type (skinned or grassed
infields) from time to time. Historic aerial photos also indicate the presence of backstops and dugouts.

A unique feature of the original park was the installation of the Bintz Pool, an above ground concrete
structure sold and installed as a “kit of parts”. Original pool was replaced by the current pool and
poolhouse.
The original golf course clubhouse was an existing house along Martindale (concrete steps remain along
sidewalk. Aerials also indicate a ticket booth for the golf course existed south of the clubhouse.
The 9 hole golf course was first planned in 1927-28, and the existing holes remain essentially unchanged
except for minor modifications to holes 2, 4 and 6.

Douglass Park: Evaluation of Historic Significance and Integrity
National Register Bulletin 15 : How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation
provides the following criteria for evaluating the significance of historic landscapes:
II. NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
Criteria for Evaluation
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture is present in
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or
B. That are associated with the lives of significant persons in or past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the
work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or
D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.

In considering the history of Douglass Park in conjunction with the historic contexts in which it
evolved, the park is significant under Criterion A, with Areas of Significance in Ethnic Heritage
and Landscape Architecture. Founded in 1921 and expanded in 1927, the park was created in
Indianapolis at the height of the State’s and City’s association with the Klu Klux Klan.
Indianapolis at the time had one of the country’s largest percentage of African Americans, and it
was a community with a relatively long history. African Americans in 1920’s Indianapolis
reflected a diverse demographic cross-section which ranged from extreme poverty to a welldeveloped professional community.
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Negroes Are Told to Go to Douglas Park by Park Head, Policy
On Tuesday morning, representative of the Recorder, visited the office of the Board of Park
Commissioners. They sought of the clerk, who waited on them, a permit to hold a picnic in a public park.
The clerk proceeded to issue the permit, but when told the permit was wanted for Brookside Park, he
balked. He told the Recorder representative that on account of the crowds, the park was not available this
particular date. He was then asked if the park was available for the previous day. He then informed the
Recorder representative it was not available. The clerk was asked if it was available at any time and, when
he could not answer the question, he ushered the Recorder representatives into the office of the
superintendent of Parks. The superintendent of Parks, Mr. Jarvis enquired the mission of the Recorder
representative he was informed. They told him they desired to get a permit for a small private picnic in
Brookside Park, because Brookside was a desirable place for small private picnic, public park, and the

members of the club sponsoring the picnic for a fact have attended former picnics in Brookside Park. Mr.
Jarvis immediately proceeded to inform them of the virtues of Douglas Park the exclusive Jim-Crow Park.
He said the city had spent great sums of money in preparing Douglas Park for the –colored people-all well
and good. He impressed the Recorder representative they should not desire to go to any other park, as
Douglas Park was very nice and prepared especially for Negroes. They however informed him their
purpose in his office was to get a permit to hold a picnic in Brookside Park, as it was a nice place and a
public park. He finally stated however there was a certain animosity existing towards Negro citizens. He
did not say, however, that he or the Park Board to which he was responsible was taking a side on this
matter. Mr. Jarvis diplomatically evaded issuing a permit. He did not say a permit would be refused
Negroes to hold a picnic elsewhere than Douglas Park, but he refused to issue one for any other Park. He
always and continuously recommended Douglas Park as the best place for Negroes.
Mr. Jarvis— “We ask the colored citizens of the city in the matter of picnics or gatherings to take
advantages of the privileges of using Douglas Park. Everything will be done to make this a pleasing
enjoyable and desirable park. In order that they may not antagonize other citizens at this time when there
is a high spirit of animosity that we have on hand to adjust. And there is in the high courts at this time a
contest of issue pending, concerning somewhat similar circumstances to be settle amicably before any
further animosity should be created.
Mr. Jarvis would not affirm or deny a question as to whether his opinion was the same as that of the
Board of Park Commissioners or whether they influenced his statement on the matter.
It seems that the policy of the present city administration is to restrict or limit the area or sphere of
activity of Negro citizens.

Douglass Park: Evaluation of Historic Integrity
National Register Bulletin 15 : How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation
additionally provides instruction regarding the evaluation of integrity of a historic landscape:
VIII. HOW TO EVALUATE THE INTEGRITY OF A PROPERTY
Integrity is the ability of a property to convey its significance. To be listed in the National Register of Historic
Places, a property must not only be shown to be significant under the National Register criteria, but it also must have
integrity. The evaluation of integrity is sometimes a subjective judgment, but it must always be grounded in an
understanding of a property's physical features and how they relate to its significance.
Historic properties either retain integrity (this is, convey their significance) or they do not. Within the concept of
integrity, the National Register criteria recognizes seven aspects or qualities that, in various combinations, define
integrity.
To retain historic integrity a property will always possess several, and usually most, of the aspects. The retention of
specific aspects of integrity is paramount for a property to convey its significance. Determining which of these
aspects are most important to a particular property requires knowing why, where, and when the property is
significant. The following sections define the seven aspects and explain how they combine to produce integrity.
SEVEN ASPECTS OF INTEGRITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location
Design
Setting
Materials
Workmanship
Feeling
Association

Douglass Park: Evaluation of Integrity
Location.
The Park retains its original location and landscape setting. The Park, while no longer in its
“edge of town” condition retains its location in a neighborhood of mixed uses and socioeconomic contrasts. Douglass Park both historically and in a contemporary sense, provides a
transitional landuse between industrial and commercial properties to the West and Southwest,
and residential properties to the north and east. The surrounding residential neighborhoods range
from low-income and derilect properties, public housing, and middle income suburban housing.
The park was located originally at the edge of town, bounded by an existing turn of the 20th
century neighborhood to the south, and developing neighborhood to the east and north which
grew up around the park. Interestingly, the neighborhood to the east was redeveloped in the
1960’s as part of the federal government’s Model Cities redevelopment program. The Martindale
neighborhood of the 1920’s reflected the growth of the Indianapolis African American
community, which had escaped the closed boundaries in and around the Indiana Avenue

commercial district. Racially restricted residential opportunities for African Americans
elsewhere in Indianapolis provided this back of the yard, edge of town at the end of the streetcar
line location for expansion. Douglass Park was created in an African American neighborhood,
and as has been noted, was apparently created for the exclusive and restricted use of African
Americans. The Park remains a viable cultural and recreation center of the Martindale
neighborhood, which is still primarily African American. The Park retains its historic association
of use primarily by African Americans, although its de facto segregated
Design
No evidence of an original design plan was located during this study, although Park Board
minutes carefully enumerate both the original land acquisition, early improvements as a park,
and subsequent expansion as a park and golf course. The golf course plan is attributed to a noted
regional landscape architect, although, again no documentation of this plan was discovered.
Evaluation of the changes to the golf course from its earliest period of significance reveal no
substantial changes to the original layout of the course. Additionallly, an evaluation of the
overall layout of the park and golf course reveal a landscape units plan essentially unchanged
since 1927. No substantial changes have been made to the landuse structure of the park. The
Indianapolis Parks Department prospered in the early decades of the 1900’s. Parks, Parkways,
and Boulevards were improved at substantial cost as the City aggressively implemented the
George Kessler designed Park and Boulevard system. Parks had substantial site improvements
and structures designed by the City’s best architects and landscape architects. The planning,
design, and implemention of Douglass Park within the same timeframe can at best be described
as “workmanlike”. This was a place which was provided to be adequate and seldom better.
Successive improvements were hard fought, and slow to arrive. Providing the African American
community with a “park of their own”, which was separate from other parks, and which was at
best only adequate provides a concise description of what was noted at the time, and is seen
today as a “Jim Crow” landscape.
The Park does function exactly as it was originally intended. All of the original landuse zones
remain intact, if not in appearance.
Materials
The materials palette of the historic park continues the theme of “adequate and workmanlike”.
No special features were ever provided. While other parks received high style community
buildings, recreation facilities and gardens, Douglass Park’s facilities have always been average
at best. The exception to this might be the initial provision of the Bintz Swimming Pool, and
unusual above ground swimming pool complex, invented and sold regionally through the Bintz
Swimming Pool company. This pool and its contemporary replacement reflect recreational
facilities equal to those located in other Indianapolis locations.

Douglass Park: Historic Landscape Treatment Guidelines

Biographical Profiles of People Associated with Douglass Park
A.W. Brayton
Alembert W. (Bert) Brayton Jr. (1892-1961) was a life-long resident of Indianapolis. He attended
Butler University, and the University of Wisconsin. From 1918-20 he worked for noted
Indianapolis industrialist Carl Fisher in Miami, Florida, on the development of Miami Beach
residential communities. In 1923 he returned to Indianapolis and worked on several Indianapolis
residential properties including Sommers, Fletcher, Wheeler, and Fisher estates. Other projects
included work on the grounds development of Butler University, Hanover College, the Memorial
Park Cemetery in Indianapolis, and the Henry County Memorial Park in New Castle. Brayton
was the owner of AW Brayton Landscape Designers and Contractors and the Asphalt Surfacing
Co.; he was also a founder of Raceway Park in Clermont. He was a member of Murat Shrine and
the Oriental Masonic Lodge. (Holeman, 2001; Srader, 2001; Indianapolis Star, 1961) .

Edward Fay Claypool was born March 17, 1832 in Connersville, Indiana and moved to
Indianapolis in 1873. Best known as the namesake and organizer of the Claypool Hotel, built in
1904 and formerly located on the northwest corner of Washington and Illinois Streets, where
previously stood the Bates House Hotel. Mr. Claypool was a capitalist, banker—vice president of
the First National Bank of Indianapolis for a time—and investor and key player in the company
that built the Belt Railroad in Indianapolis. Mr. Claypool died of pneumonia on 24 February
1911.
History of Herron-Morton Place. http://www.herron-morton.org/neighborhood/history/bio/
A Brief Account of the Incidents Connected with the Life of Edward Fay Claypool. Indianapolis:
Hollenbeck Press, 1906. Not found
From: http://countyhistory.org/books/doc.dela2/index.html
Lawrence Sheridan
Born in Frankfort, Indiana in 1887, Sheridan received a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
degree in 1909 and Professional Civil Engineering degree in 1912 from Purdue University.
Sheridan’s first foray into landscape architecture was a series of jobs in Indiana from 1910 to
1914. He worked at Central Station Engineering in 1910, T street L&W railroad in 1911, and the
Park Board of Indianapolis until 1914. During this time Sheridan worked with famed designer
George E Kessler, gaining experience first as an engineering inspector and later as chief
inspector for construction of the Capitol Street Bridge.
Following the outbreak of World War I, Sheridan spent two years in the army, eventually
reaching the rank of Second Lieutenant. From 1921 to 23 he served as Executive Secretary of the
City Planning Commission for Indianapolis, resigning in 1923. Thereafter he continued to
consult to the Park Board, building on George Kessler’s work to develop a comprehensive plan

of park development in Indianapolis and Merion County. He promoted and expanded on
Kessler’s park and boulevard plan for Indianapolis that ultimately encompassed 3400 acres.
Throughout the 1920s Sheridan refined his design style, favoring integrated landscapes that
complemented the surrounding architecture and nature. During this time he worked on numerous
houses, estates, and even a golf course.
In later years his company, Lawrence V. Sheridan and Son, merged to create Metropolitan
Planners Inc. The firm focused on city planning around Indianapolis. In 1957, Sheridan retired
from the partnership and contented himself with on and off planning and consulting work until
his death in 1972.
Cultural Landscape Foundation. http://tclf.org/pioneer/lawrence-sheridan

Appendix A: Indianapolis Park Board Minutes Related to Douglass Park.
1919-1964.
Review of Indianapolis Board of Park Commissioners Minutes
Bound Volumes located in Indy Parks Headquarters. City County Building
DP = Douglass Park. Date of minute is indicated, with page in parenthesis, if noted.
Minutes reviewed for Douglass Park entries (in bold). Other Park Board actions/entries are included for
contextual reference.
1918
1/14/18 Authorizing concession and refreshment privilege at South Grove GC
1/31/18 Construction authorized for Caddie House at Riverside #1. Also authorizing the appointment of
a golf superintendent.
2/16/18 Peter Hendrie appointed as Golf Professional at Riverside Golf Course #1. $60./mo. (24)
10/10/18 Payment authorized to Rubush & Hunter architects for plans for Club House at Riverside Golf
Course #1. (105)
3/14/18 Rules and regulations governing the golf courses as published by the US Golf Association
James Lowry, Parks Superintendent , 225-$300./mo.
1919
4/17/19 Parks Board takes over Playgrounds and Recreation Centers (note act of legislature authorizing)
Minutes reflect of large, complex organization: horticulturalists, nurserymen, golf instructors,
inspectors, florists, and golf course managers.
YMCA, colored. $10/week from recreation fund to keep swimming pool in proper shape.
“paid to the colored YMCA to keep the pool in said building in proper shape for the colored boys
to use who are not members of the association.”
1920
11/20/20 funds for insurance on buildings at Woodstock Golf Grounds
2/13/20 Authorized $120,000 for shelter in Garfield Park
4/1/20 (31) passed resolution supporting “Sand Dunes” national Park
Legislative Act. March 14, 1919. Authorizing 1st class cities to create taxing districts for park
purposes.
Paul R. Brown listed as chief draftsman. 1920 salaries list.

4/15/20 Woodstock GC Purchase. $160,000. Resolution # 12, 1920.
6/3/20 (37) listing of Indianapolis Public Schools by number: 19,17,23,24,42,63 (colored) and
9,10,66,36,15,50,39,20,22,49,3 (white)
6/17/20 (43) About Southside Turners Playground.
6/17/20 (43) payment to YMCA for recreation department use of swimming pool “on account of lack of
other swimming facilities.”

1. 11/26/20 Board authorized purchase of property at Claypool grounds. Lots 243-480.
$28,305 in JH Claypool’s second addition. Accepted, all but 2 lots in NW corner.
2. 12/9/20. Claypool Estate accepted proposal to purchase all but 2 lots in Claypool, 2nd
Addition.
38.01 acres. Resolution #15, 1920.
Note: Annual Report, Board of Park Commissioners for 1920 reported that 40 acres
between 25th and 28th, Martindale to Ralston had been acquired. “This property will
provide park facilities in a community which is very congested and at the present time
without park or recreation advantages.” Page 6.
On page 13 of the same annual report, superintendent James Lowry also writes: “The
writer is more than ever convinced that the Department of Public Parks and Recreaton, if
it functions properly must assume responsibility for the major portion of the leisure time of
our citizens, and become a social service agent.”….”better housing, public bath houses in
congested sections, day nurseries, dental and medical clinics, community centers and
cooperative programs for recreation with public school and industries.”
1921
3. 5/5/21 Board directed that 2 baseball diamonds and 3 tennis courts be installed on
Claypool Property, and that a custodian “be appointed” to look after the grounds.
4. 5/19/21. Authorized well and comfort facilities in Claypool Grounds.
5. 6/23/21. Approved installation of temporary toilet facilities on Claypool Property.
6. 7/7/21. Name of property changed to Douglass Park (list of name changes for other parks;
no other notation.)
7. 8/11/21 Authorized contract for Bintz Swimming Pool at Douglass Park
8. 11/3/21 Authorized purchase of an additional land adjacent to Douglass Park.

9. Resolution #38, 1921. Land adjacent to DP. 19 acres. In NE corner of site. Except lots 211 &
239. Described as the East half of Claypool’s addition.
12/29/21 Lowry resigns after 10 years of service.

9. 12/29/21 Contract to build DP pool. RH Scott Co. awarded contract.
Note: pools were also authorized for Garfield, Riley, Ellenberger, Willard,
1922
10. 7/15/22 Offer by Colored YMCA for the use of the swimming team “to instruct” at DP pool.
Pool must have been open, but construction incomplete.
12. 7/29/22. American Woodman to hold encampment in DP. 9.1.22.
13. 10/21/22 DP pool is accepted. R.H. Scott Contractor. W. Bintz, Engineer.
1923
14. 8/25/23 Permission for Colored YMCA for Concert Band performance. 8.25.
1924
15. 7/24/24 Colored YMCA request to use DP diamond #2 every Saturday after 1924 season. Also
asked for permission to sell programs at DP Tennis tournament. Aug. 4-9, 1924.
Approved $50./mo. Charge to Colored YMCA for use of DP pool and attendants.
Approved purchase of Lots 241/242 (Claypool 2nd), 2755 Martindale.
1925
16. 6/22/25 Approved program by Colored YWCA in DP.
17. 7/29/25 Permission to National Association of Negro Musicians for use of DP 7/31/25
1926
Board action appointed A.W. Brayton as landscape architect, effective 4/12/26
Rhodius Park improvements were soon under the supervision of Mr. Brayton, and Mr. Morgan Park
Department Engineer.

1927
2/10/27 Mr. W.E. Henderson “colored attorney” appeared before the board protesting the Park Boards
acquisition of the Casino Gardens under “the assumption that the colored people were about to acquire
it.” Board response, that “if colored people had an option to buy the board would step in and start
condemnation proceedings.”
18. 3/3/27 “R.L. Brokenburr appeared before the board and filed a petition asking for a regulation 9
hole golf course at Douglass Park.”
19. 3/10/27 Among a list of park department appointments included a watchman, 3 laborers, and a
team/teamster for DP.
20. 4/7/27 Acquisition Resolution #27, approving acquisition of Lots 1-15; 46-120; 211 and 239.
Claypool’s First Addition.
21. 12/1/27 Plans for DP referred to committee (LA and Eng.)
22. 12/1/27 Vacated all streets and alleys in DP approved.
1928
1/5/28 Brayton was asked for all “pictures” for all plans past and future development.
1/12/28 position of Landscape Architect held by A.W. Brayton was abolished, effective 1/14/28 due to
tax levy cut.
4/12/28 Brayton authorized to “continue survey” of lands associated with Fall Creek Parkway extension
from Keystone to Millersville. Apparently as a private consultant, as a subsequent bill for $3500. Was
refused, led to court issue, finally settled for $1500.
23. 1/26/28 “The President appointed a committee consisting of the Park Engineer, A.W. Brayton,
Landscape Architect, and Commissioner Emhardt to locate the tees and greens for the proposed
Douglas Park Golf course.
2/2/28.
24. “On motion commissioner Foley seconded by Commissioner Hoss, the report of the committee in
the matter of locating the Tees and Greens at Douglass Park Golf course was accepted and ordered
placed on file.”
“On motion commissioner Foley seconded by Commissioner Hoss the plans for locating the tees and
greens on the Douglass Park Golf Course, as presented by A.W. Brayton were accepted and
approved.”
“On Motion Commissioner Foley seconded by Commissioner Hoss the Board voted that J. Edward
Perry, Park Engrineer, R. Walter Jarvis, Superintendent , and any or all those in charge of golf courses
for the Park Board, and such members of the construction forces are necessary be requested to install
a temporary golf course at Douglass Park, for use in 1928.”

25. 1/27/29 accepted bids for remodeling of clubhouse at DP.
26. 2/7/29

Victor Winterrowd (architect) awarded contract for DP work

27. 2/7/29 Northside Community Club petitions Board for Shelter House at DP
2/7/29 Reviewed proposal by AWB for Dearborn Park Plans.
28. 5/2/29 Approved proposal to allow high school golf teams to practice on city courses:
Shortridge, Washington, Broadripple to Coffin
Manual to Shank
Tech to Pleasant Run
Cathedral to South Grove
Crispus Attucks to Douglass Park
7/25/29 AWB and Edward Raab appointed to committee with Dr. Carlton McCullogh and Indiana
Architects “with a view to making suggestions for Taggert memorial.”
7/11/29 Plans for Dearborn Park and Golf course by AWB approved.
29. 3/27/30. Appointed Charles H. Wheeler manager of DP Golf Course
30. 10/23/30 Approved removal of House and Barn at DP
8/21/30 Olive Richards, Sarah Lentz, et al. asked that Lentz Playground be reserved for whites only and
that a separate playground be provided for colored.
7/9/31 Commissioner McCulloch moved for board authority to open a bathing beach “for the use of the
colored” as soon as permission is secured from the Indiana Water Co.
31. 4/23/31. Reverend D.F. White “representing several colored organizations appeared before the
board and petitioned for improvements to Douglass Park and Golf course and colored playgrounds.
“The board will give this consideration.”
3/5/31 Board awarded contract to W.H. Diddel to “plan and supervise the reconstruction of Coffin Golf
Course.” $4000. Fee.
32. 3/19/31 Dr. S.A. Furniss, representative of the Old Settlers Organization of Colored People
petitioned board for improvements at DP, asking for shelter house, walks, lights, and planting.
“referred to superintendent.”
7/7/32. Permit to Colored Democratic Progressive Club to use north end of Northwestern Park for
carnival.
6/16/32 Petition by Milligan-Brook Park Civic League to “appoint a colored instructor at the Brookside
Park Playground.” “The board took the matter under advisement.”

7/21/32 “colored residents in the vicinity of Minnesota St. and Bethel Ave. petition the Board to
consider the purchase of a park in that district. “The Board will give consideration to the request.”
33. 5/26/32 Mamie Nickerson, #2759 Sangster, representing the Eastside Welfare Civic League,
presented a petition for improvements in Douglas (sic) Park, particularly flowerbeds and the
completion of the roadway and walks.
34. 6/1/33. Civic Improvement Committee of Eastend Welfare Civic League again petitions for DP
improvements, including flower beds, sign over entrance, tennis court lights, community building, and
more playground workers.
35. 3/8/34 Additional petition for “colored” park in SE section of city, “residents of a colored section.”
Tract located at Keystone/Bethel and Minnesota.
36. 6/14/34 Indianapolis Street Railways petitioned for “loop” at DP for trackless trolley using
approximately 5’ of park ground. Approved.
37. 4/11/35 Approved plans for porch on DP clubhouse and plans for rain shelter ($325.)
4/18/35 Agreed to purchase property at Minnesota/Bethel. ($4500.)
37. 4/18/35 Ms. Mamie Nickerson of East End Civic League petitions for an entrance and name plate
for DP, and that toilets near playground be repaired or removed.
38. 5/7/36 Additional petition for improvements to DP.
39. 6/3/37 Petition to use Golf Clubhouse in DP for adult classes in sewing, cooking, and academics.
Teachers to be supported by the WPA. Approved.
2/10/38 Wm. Diddel hired to develop plans for Riverside GC due to WPA work in Riverside Park, north
of 30th. Street.
1939: Under “improvements – colored parks”
1/26/39 Petition to Board for “playground for colored children” in W. Indianapolis, at Pershing and
Howard. Property owned by Miss Elizabeth Claypool. Property donated for use, if taken from tax rolls.
6/22/39 Members of the Federation of Associated Clubs appeared to request to change name of NW
Park to Lillian B. Brown. It was suggested to resubmit request in writing. Group also stated a need for a
wading pool at Flanner House.
6/22/39 Colored YMCA Board presented schedule of summer concerts
9/18/39 Additional Land purchased at Sarah Shank GC.
9/21/39 Wm Diddel hired for GC design work at both new and old Sarah Shank. WPA project.
1940
5/23/40. Approved Acquisition of westside property for colored playground
7/11/40. Above playground named Ross/Claypool playground
8/15/40. Petition received for lighted playground at DP. No action taken.

9/26/40. Approved plans for Ross/Claypool Shelterhouse.
12/40. Boys Town Temporary School Buildings not approved for construction in DP
1941
4/10/41 Plans for DP Building submitted by Mr. Stacy, Architect. “Boys Town Building”
5/15/41 Plans not approved for 1st wing of DP Building.
6/26/41 City Councilman H.A. Campbell and groups of residents appeared before the board, requesting
a shelterhouse at DP “suitable for use as a community house during winter months.” Minutes note: “will
be given consideration.”
Note: newspaper clipping in minutes dated July, 1941. “Federation News” (Ind. Recorder?) reported that
DP Project was approved and Board of Park commissioners put on “must list”.
9/25/41 Cleo Blackburn appears before the board to present plans for new Flanner House.
10/9/41 Plans were presented by Mr. Perry to the WPA for DP Building. “to be used as a recreation
center”. Sallee to sign for project; Parks to furnish materials.
10/31/41 Statement in minutes by superintendent Sallee: “spent over a $million on Golf. 808 acres,
more municipal golf facilities than any other cities but New York and Los Angeles.
11/9/41 Revised plans for DP Building submitted to WPA
12/18/41 Colored service men club established at NW Community Center.
1942
April 4, 1942
Indianapolis Recorder reports the groundbreaking of first phase of DP Center.
Ground is Broken for Douglass Center.
Civic Leaders witness first move for Makeshift Bldg.
5/28/42 Board was advised that the WPA was withdrawing from all projects, including the DP Building.
$500-600 was needed to complete. Approved contract to complete.
12/3/42 Grand Opening of DP Building scheduled for 1/31/43.
1943
Newspaper article included in minute book Indianapolis News. 11/11/43. Notes changes and
improvements to be made to City golf courses. Paul Brown superintendent.
1/26/44 Minutes note plans presented by Paul Brown for Parkway expansion.
4/6/44 Petition presented to Board requesting expansion of DP Center. “not large enough to
accommodate children in neighborhood.” Suggested going to War Production Board to seek support.

4/20/44 Testimonial on the death of Colonel Lieber
5/11/44 appointed Arthur Lindberg as Park Planner ($3200./yr.), and Albersmeier as Architect @ $3200.
7/12/44 Hired N. Averill as asst. park planner ($2600./yr)
8/16/44 Edison Marshal, mower operator at DP GC was appointed as course greenskeeper.
1945
11/8/45 Minutes report that no one was appointed as Golf Pro at DP, while also noting Pros existed at
Riverside, South Grove, and Pleasant Run.
1946
5/16/46 DP Course not part of the 1946 Public Links
19471948
2/26/48 Petition to hold the national UGA Tournament at Coffin GC. 8/23-27. Presented by Sea H.
Ferguson, national 1st VP of UGA
10/14/48 Request by DP Golf Club to keep the Clubhouse open in Winter. Denied.
19491950
2/9/50 Cross Town Civic League requested a report on “conditions” in DP. Matter referred to the park
“custodian”
7/27/50 Bids for DP Pool Restoration. Action deferred for 3 mos. (note: then bids subsequently rejected
and project referred back to Park Maintenance; additional 1950’s minutes report that new swimming
pools were being built in several other locations in the district.
1951
3/22/51 DP Greenskeeper John Green is given permission to “act as golf professional”, as there was not
enough business to appoint a full-time pro.
1952 Burns and Burns hired to design new headquarters for Park Department
1955 Woodstock GC sold.
1954 Douglass Park Center Dedication planned for 1/6/55. No other mention of building
renovation/additions in minutes.
3/8/56 24’x24’ Quonset Hut approved for DP Tool Shed.
4/19/56 Staff cites need for a fence around the DP Golf Course to stop cut through. “ No action at this
time.”
4/25/57 Board considered lighting upgrades for DP. Additionally, members of the DP Golf Club
presented requests for fencing the golf course, house for Golf pro, and “adequate equiptment and
proper maintenance for the course. Board took these matters “under advisement”
4/10/58

Appendix B: Chronology of Park Development over Time

Appendix C:
Indianapolis Parks Department: Engineering Archive
Ball State University Drawings and Documents Archive
Douglass Park Archival Materials (from Aperture Card Scans)

1941 Community Building Elevation and Plot Plan

1921 Bintz Pool Front Elevation

c. 1950 site plan; 1960 fence overlay

I
1940 Playground Lighting Plan

